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Transforming Our Vitality
TO TR!NSFORM ME!NS to change. But !e may be 
tempted to think of this as a one-time event or a lofty 
goal. The fact is, transformation is continual, a part of 
our everyday existence just like breathing or"thinking. 

On a deep cellular level, transformation takes place 
constantly. Cells die as more cells are born. Con-
sider this: !e have an entirely ne! skeleton every 
10 years. The life span of the cells in our liver is only 
about 150 days. Your taste bud cells are transformed 
every 10 to 14 days. The tiny villi cells that line your 
intestines turnover every t!o to three days!

F R O M  T H E  P U B L I S H E R S

THE FIVE TO THRIVE PLAN
Positively influence your path!ays !ith these core 
strategies and action steps.

SPIRIT
Joy

Hope
Laughter
Service

Love

MOVEMENT
Muscle strengthening

!erobic activity
Stretching and flexibility

Proper timing
Optimal hydration

REJUVEN!TION
Rhythm

Rest
Relax

Replenish
Remediate

Your body’s
five key path"ays:

1. The Immune System
2. Inflammation

3. Hormonal Balance
4. Insulin Resistance

5. Digestion and  
Detoxification

DIET!RY
SUPPLEMENTS

Omega-3 fatty acids
Probiotics

Polyphenols
!ntioxidants
Vitamin D

#e are quite literally a bundle of transformative energy 
and this energy influences our ability to thrive in our 
day-to-day lives. On a very deep level !e do, in fact, 
have the ability to influence these ongoing transfor-
mative processes. #e are not dictated solely by our 
DN$’s destiny. #e have far more control along this 
journey than ever thought possible.

#e are on a mission to help you positively influence 
ho! your internal landscape is transformed so you 
can experience your external !orld !ith more exu-
berance. That’s !hy !e created the Five to Thrive® 
Plan. This booklet gives you a colorful and vibrant 
snapshot of the information provided in our Five to 
Thrive Plan. #e hope you feel informed and inspired 
by the articles !e have !ritten, as !ell as those !rit-
ten by experts !e’ve invited to join us.

#hile the process of transformation is continual 
and often vie!ed as a positive experience, it’s not 
al!ays easy. One of our favorite poets, the late Maya 
$ngelou reminds us:

“#e delight in the beauty of the butterfly but 
rarely admit the changes it has gone through 
to achieve that beauty.”

Beauty is !ithin our reach every moment of every 
day. Some moments are more difficult than others, 
but even during those challenging times !e can take 
comfort in the fact that there is a moment !aiting 
for us that holds !ondrous transformation. #e hope 
that this booklet !ill help you embrace the process of 
transformation that life’s !onderful journey provides.

It’s time to thrive!
—Dr. Lise $lschuler and Karolyn Gazella

DIET
Engage your senses
!dd more color

Eat organic
Eat more "hole foods

Spice it up
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ONE OF THE KEY DIET!RY TENETS of the 
Five to Thrive Plan is to eat more color. That’s 
because colorful fruits and vegetables contain 
potent  cancer-killing compounds called poly-
phenols. In fact, more than 200 large population 
studies have sho!n that people !ho eat color-
ful fruits and vegetables are less likely to develop 
serious illnesses.

The pigmented compounds found in various fruits 
and vegetables have po!erful antioxidant activ-
ity. $ntioxidants neutralize reactive oxidative free 
radicals that can harm our health. If our cells lack 
sufficient antioxidants, these reactive compounds 
can cause extensive cell and organ damage and 
ultimately lead to diseases like cancer. Our bodies 
produce some antioxidants; ho!ever, !e can 
obtain an abundant amount of antioxidants from 
foods—particularly fruits, vegetables, and spices. 

The polyphenols found in fruits and vegetables 
also have important anti-inflammatory activity and 
protect cellular DN$ from damage. #hat’s more, 
polyphenols have also been sho!n to improve the 
health of insulin receptors, !hich reduces the risk 
of insulin resistance, a key contributor to cancer 
and other health problems. Some polyphenol 
compounds also positively influence hormonal bal-
ance and help our bodies cope !ith stress. 

D I E T

HOW DOES COLOR
KILL CANCER?

F I V E  T O  T H R I V E  B O O K L E T4
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!t each meal, or as many as you can 
remember, look do"n at your plate. #hat 
are the colors that you see? You should 
see the colors of the rainbo". Make an 
effort to add more color to your meals, 
because color kills cancer! 

ADD A RAINBOW OF COLOR TO YOUR PLATE
RED

Tomato
Red pepper
Red onion
Stra!berry
Raspberry
$pple
#atermelon
Cherry
Cranberry
Pomegranate

OR!NGE

Carrot
S!eet potato
Yam
Squash
Orange  

pepper
Orange  

tomato
Orange
Mango
Papaya
Cantaloupe

YELLO"

Garlic
Onion
Yello! pepper
Yello! tomato
Corn
Lemon
Banana
Pineapple

LIGHT GREEN

Lettuce
Celery
Okra
Green onion
Leek
Lima bean
Pea

Brussels  
sprout

$vocado
Cauliflo!er
Cabbage
Lime
Green apple

D!RK GREEN

Collard
Chard
Kale
Broccoli
Spinach
Green pepper
Green bean

PURPLE

Eggplant
Purple  

cabbage
Purple 

asparagus
Grape
Blackberry

BLUE

Blueberry
Plum

THRIVE THOUGHT

$nd remember to al!ays spice up your food. Spices 
!ill not only enhance the taste of your food, they’ll 
also enhance your health. 

#hen !e eat a variety of colorful fruits and veg-
etables, !e are more likely to take in the !onderful 
variety of nutritional compounds they contain. 

There are thousands of polyphenols in fruits, veg-
etables and spices. These are some of the most 
important therapeutic polyphenols.

• Curcumin from turmeric
• Resveratrol from grapes
• Carnosol from rosemary
• Quercetin from citrus fruits and onions
• Sulforaphane from broccoli
• Cacao from dark chocolate

In general, the more colorful the food the better. But 
!ith every rule there can be exceptions. Here are 
three non-colorful foods that are equally impressive 
and health-promoting. Eat these foods often.

• Garlic
• #hite fish
• Mushrooms
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D I E T

ories slo!s the aging process. It also prevents a number 
of health problems, including diabetes, heart disease, 
cancer, and age-related neurodegenerative diseases. 

$ randomized, controlled trial of healthy, sedentary, 
non-obese men and !omen demonstrated that six 
months of calorie restriction (a 25 percent decrease 
from baseline calorie requirements) lo!ered fasting 
insulin and body temperature, !hich are both asso-
ciated !ith slo!ed aging. The reduced body !eight, 
cholesterol, blood sugar, and blood pressure that 
result from calorie restriction have their o!n benefits. 
Those include lo!er rates of heart disease, dementia, 
diabetes, and cancer—as !ell as an increased active 
life expectancy. 

$n average person needs to consume 13.5 calories 
per pound of body !eight to maintain their !eight. 

OUR !BILITY TO !GE HE!LTHFULLY comes 
do!n to the health of each of our cells. Over our 
lifetime, every cell has the capacity to divide into 
t!o daughter cells. These daughter cells divide into 
t!o more daughter cells, and then those divide, and 
so on. This repetitive process of cell division is lim-
ited to a specific number of divisions, determined 
by the length of a cap on the end of each chro-
mosome (!here !e house our DN$). This cap is 
called a telomere. #ith each cell division, the telo-
mere shortens, eventually disappearing completely. 
#hen this happens, the end of our chromosomes 
fray, and the cell is no longer capable of replicating 
itself. #ithout the capacity to replicate, the lifespan 
of the cell comes to an end. In essence, this is the 
biological process of aging, and ultimately of death. 

#hile there’s no getting around getting older, ho! 
!e age is anything but certain. Various components 
of our lifestyle and environment affect the length 
of our telomeres. Ho! much !e exercise, !hat 
kinds of food !e eat, ho! much stress !e have, and 
our exposures to environmental toxins all influence 
the length of our telomeres. By taking a proactive 
approach to aging, !e can experience healthy aging 
instead of disease-related decline. 

Calorie counters
#hat—and just as importantly, ho! much—!e eat 
influences ho! long and ho! !ell !e live. Cutting cal-

  
    HEALTHY 
AGING DIET

THE
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the same level as the national average, !hile meat 
intake increased another 10 percent. These dietary 
changes—more meat and fe!er vegetables— 
correlated !ith the drop in life expectancy. 

The reason? $s !e age, the stomach produces less 
hydrochloric acid. This decrease makes it difficult to 
digest dense proteins such as meat, but it does not 
affect ho! !e digest plant-based foods. One could 
argue that as !e age, our physiology naturally lends 
itself to!ard a diet that is comprised primarily of fruits, 
vegetables, grains, nuts, and seeds and less reliant 
on dense proteins such as meat and dairy. This type 
of diet, also kno!n as an anti- inflammatory diet, !ill 
reduce the incidence and severity of inflammatory 
diseases such as cardiovascular disease, arthritis, 
diabetes, and even cancer. 

Eating for longevity
Diet is an important cornerstone of healthy aging. 
#e all need to eat to live. Ho! much !e eat and 
!hat !e eat !ill influence ho! !e live and ho! 
!e age. $ healthy diet !ill improve our chances at 
increasing our active life expectancy and enjoying 
disease-free aging.

Thus a person !ho !eighs 150 pounds !ould need to 
consume 2,025 calories each day. For people !ho are 
over!eight, even a 5 percent caloric restriction !ould 
support slo!ed and healthier aging. That still allo!s for 
an ample amount of calories—1,923 calories per day 
for that same 150-pound person, for instance.

The right food choices 
#hat !e eat is also tremendously important. $n 
interesting example of this is Okina!a, Japan. This 
region used to enjoy the highest longevity in all of 
Japan. Ho!ever, after 2000, the incidence of heart 
disease and cerebrovascular disease increased, and 
life expectancy dropped belo! the national aver-
age. #hat happened? Investigators found out that 
until 1988, people in Okina!a consumed 50 percent 
more green and yello! vegetables than the national 
average and had a daily intake of meat about 20 per-
cent above the national average. By 1998, the daily 
intake of green and yello! vegetables declined to 

AS WE AGE, THE 
STOMACH PRODUCES 
LESS HYDROCHLORIC 

ACID, MAKING IT 
DIFFICULT TO DIGEST DENSE 

PROTEINS SUCH AS MEAT.
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SHREDDED CARROT AND BEET SALAD
 2 tablespoons freshly squeezed orange juice
 2 teaspoons freshly squeezed lemon juice
 2 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil
1/2 teaspoon minced fresh ginger
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
 1 cup peeled and shredded carrot
 1 cup peeled and shredded red beet
 2 tablespoons chopped fresh mint

#hisk the orange juice, lemon juice, olive oil, ginger, and 
salt together until thoroughly combined. Put the carrots in 
a mixing bo!l, drizzle !ith half the dressing, and toss until 
evenly coated. Place the carrots on one side of a shallo! 
serving bo!l. Put the beets in the mixing bo!l, drizzle !ith 
the remaining dressing, and toss until evenly coated. Place 
the beets in the serving bo!l next to the carrots for a 
beautiful contrast of red and orange. Top !ith the chopped 
mint before serving.

Prep time: 10 minutes. 
Store in an airtight container in the 
refrigerator for 3 to 5 days.

Reprinted !ith permission from The Cancer-Fighting 
Kitchen: Nourishing, Big-Flavor Recipes for Cancer 
Treatment and Recovery. Copyright © 2009 by 
Rebecca Katz !ith Mat Edelson, Ten Speed Press, a 
division of the Cro!n Publishing Group, Berkeley, C$. 

ROASTED ASPARAGUS SALAD WITH 
ARUGULA AND GROUND HAZELNUTS

Serves 4
 2 bunches asparagus, !ith the ends snapped off
 2 teaspoons extra virgin olive oil
 1/4 teaspoon sea salt
 4 cups of fresh arugula leaves, !ashed and spun dry
 1/3 cup hazelnuts, coarsely chopped

Dressing
 2 tablespoons fresh lemon juice
 2 tablespoons extra virgin  

olive oil
 1/4 teaspoon sea salt
  $ fe! grinds of freshly 

cracked pepper

Preheat oven to 400°F. Place 
hazelnuts on a sheet pan and 
place in oven as it is preheating. 
Roast for 5-7 minutes until aromatic 
and bro!ned. Transfer to a plate  
and reserve. 

On the same sheet pan place the asparagus in a single layer, 
drizzle !ith olive oil, and add a generous sprinkle of salt. Toss 
the stalks around to ensure each is coated. Cook for 8 minutes 
until just al dente. Transfer from the oven and set aside.

In a small mixing bo!l add lemon juice, olive oil, salt, and pepper 
for the dressing. Mix !ell !ith a small !hisk.

In a large bo!l, toss the arugula !ith half of the dressing. 
Place a one-cup mound on single plates or a platter, and 
arrange 5 stalks of asparagus on top. Drizzle !ith the 
remaining dressing, and sprinkle !ith the crushed hazelnuts.  
Note: Toasted !alnuts !ill !ork beautifully as !ell.

Prep Time: 15 minutes. Cook Time: 8 minutes.  
Store refrigerated in airtight container for 5 days. 

Culinary trick: If you’re looking for an easy !ay to get rid of 
the skins on toasted hazelnuts, !rap 
them in a to!el after they come out of 
the oven and give them a good rub. The 
majority of the skins !ill come right off.

Reprinted !ith permission from The Longevity Kitchen: 
Satisfying, Big-Flavor Recipes Featuring the Top 16 
$ge-Busting Po!er Foods. Copyright © 2013. by 
Rebecca Katz !ith Mat Edelson, Ten Speed Press, a 
division of the Cro!n Publishing Group, Berkeley, C$. 
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GAZPACHO WITH AVOCADO RELISH
$ refreshing soup from Spain’s sun-scorched south, gazpacho is 
packed !ith vegetables and offers a !ide range of protective plant 
compounds. This dish may require a little prep time, but since none 
of it demands much precision–just a bit of coarse chopping and 
shredding–it’s easily done. If you can’t get hold of cilantro, you can 
replace it !ith basil, parsley, or chives, or a combination. Serves 4.

13/4 lb/800g fresh, sun-ripened 
tomatoes, cubed 

2  red bell peppers, chopped 
1  cucumber, cubed 
1  red onion, chopped
3  Tbsp fresh chopped basil
1-2 cloves garlic, crushed

AVOCADO RELISH 
1 ripe avocado, peeled,  

pitted and cubed 
1 tomato, finely chopped 
1 spring onion, chopped 

Combine tomatoes, peppers, cucumber, onion and basil in a large 
salad bo!l and squeeze the garlic into the vegetables !ith a garlic 
press; add olive oil, tomato paste, and vinegar and toss to combine.  

If you have time, cover the bo!l and refrigerate for up to 6 hours to 
allo! the flavors to infuse and the vegetable fibers to soften. 

Tip about half the mixture into a blender and liquefy. Transfer to a 
serving bo!l, passing the soup through a sieve if you !ant it to be 
very smooth. Blend the second batch and combine !ith the first. 
Season !ith salt and pepper.  

Just before serving, prepare relish: 
combine cubed avo cados, spring onion, 
tomato, cilantro, and lemon juice in a bo!l, 
toss lightly and season to taste !ith salt 
and pepper. To serve, place an ice cube 
or t!o in each serving bo!l or glass, ladle 
soup over, and top !ith avocado garnish. 

V!RI!TION 
Garnishing gazpacho !ith hard-boiled, 
chopped egg boosts the protein content 
of this dish and makes it suitable for a stand-alone meal.

ROASTED SWEET PEPPERS IN A GARLIC 
AND OLIVE MARINADE
$ delicious Provençal side dish that can be enjoyed on its o!n, 
as a starter, or as an accompaniment to pretty much anything: 
grilled fish, meat, or eggs. The olives and capers are optional, 
but they add a depth of flavor and visual appeal to the peppers. 
You can double the quantity and keep some on stand-by; in 
the fridge and !ell covered !ith olive oil, they keep for at least 
a !eek; in fact, they get better as the flavors infuse. Serves 4.

4 red, yello! or green peppers 
(or a mix of all three)

4 Tbsp best-quality olive oil 
6-8 cloves garlic,  

in their skins

Pre-heat grill on high setting (about 475°F). Line a baking 
tray !ith baking parchment.

Place !hole peppers and garlic cloves (in their skins) on 
baking tray and place under hot grill. Grill until the skin 
starts to discolour (about 5-7 minutes). Then, !ith a pair 
of kitchen tongs, rotate the peppers slightly to expose a 
fresh patch of skin to the heat. Continue like this for about 
20 minutes, until the peppers’ skin is evenly roasted and 
darkened. Turn over the garlic cloves once during this time. 

Mean!hile, chop olives and drain and rinse capers. Remove 
peppers from grill, immediately tip them into a container 
!ith a tight-fitting lid, and close. (The steam coming off the 
hot peppers !ill soften the skins and make them easier to 
remove.) $fter 10-15 minutes, peel the burnt skins off the 
peppers and remove seedy cores.  

Squeeze garlic cloves out of their skins and place in serving 
dish along !ith peeled peppers. Drizzle !ith olive oil and 
lemon juice and season !ith salt and pepper. Garnish !ith 
sliced olives and capers and leave to marinate in the fridge 
for at least 1 hour before serving. 

This is delicious sprinkled !ith summer herbs–such as basil 
or oregano–and lightly toasted pine nuts.

1/3  cup / 75ml extra virgin 
olive oil

3  Tbsp tomato paste 
1/4 cup/50ml sherry vinegar or 

red-!ine vinegar 
salt & freshly ground black 

pepper

1 Tbsp cilantro, chopped 
1 Tbsp olive oil 
1 Tbsp lemon juice 
salt & freshly ground black pepper

16 black olives, sliced
1 tsp capers, rinsed
$ squeeze of lemon juice
Salt and freshly ground 

pepper

Recipes and photographs provided by Conner Middelmann-#hitney, author 
of Zest for Life. For more information, visit !!!.modernmediterranean.com.
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SET YOUR SENSESFREE
#OULD YOU LIKE TO FEEL H!PPIER? More trust-
ing? More loving? More connected to others? Less 
fearful? Sure, !ho !ouldn’t? Good ne!s: Your brain 
needs more of just one thing to make that happen—
oxytocin, one of the most amazing chemicals produced 
in the brain. Secreted by the pituitary gland, oxytocin 
influences key parts of the brain, such as the amygdala, 
to create a specific pattern of brain activity. This pat-
tern turns off our anxiety and turns on feelings of trust, 
gratitude, love, and a desire to be connected !ith others. 

Ho! do !e make more oxytocin? It’s not hard at all. It’s 
almost as if the brain is just !aiting for the slightest nudge 
to let the floodgates open. $nd some nudges !ork better 
than others. Perhaps the most effective nudge of all is 
human touch—any touch. $ hand shake, hug, or kiss 
!ill instantly release oxytocin. Human touch is so effec-
tive for t!o reasons: First, the brain secretes oxytocin 
in response to feeling connected to others, and touch 
creates that feeling. Second, touch activates our sensory 
nerves, !hich in turn trigger the release oxytocin. 

Here is !here it gets interesting. $s it turns out, our 
brain releases oxytocin !hen !e consciously activate 
any of our five senses—touch, sight, smell, taste, or 
hearing. #hen our five senses are activated, our sense 
of connectedness is also activated and guided for the 
most part by oxytocin. #e can activate our senses in 
many !ays, but there is one !ay that happens several 
times a day—eating. 

D I E T
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Eating With All the Senses
If !e transform the act of eating into a truly sen-
sory experience, not only !ill !e enjoy our food 
more, but also each meal !ill turn a trickle of oxy-
tocin into a gush of feel-goodness. 

Ho! do !e eat !ith our senses? Let’s start 
!ith our vision. Our food should look beautiful. 
$ plate of colorful foods !ith different textures 
and shapes can be a festival for the eyes. Imag-
ine ho! our brain !ould react to seeing a turkey 
sand!ich on !hite bread, encased in plastic 
!rap. No! contrast that !ith a bo!l full of leafy 
green lettuce, tomatoes, carrots, celery, radishes, 
orange peppers, snap peas, and sunflo!er seeds. 
The salad !ill certainly stimulate the release of 
more oxytocin. 

In addition to ho! our meal looks, the smell of our 
food can captivate the brain as !ell. $romas from 
freshly cooked, sliced, or grated food can be intoxi-
catingly delicious. $nd !ith that heady scent comes 
more oxytocin. 

Then there’s touch. If !e take a moment to notice 
and appreciate the texture of food in our mouth as 

!e che!, !e !ill stimulate our sense of touch and 
trigger oxytocin release. 

Of course, !hile !e are enjoying the texture of the 
food, !e can savor the taste as messages are sent 
to our brain that results in more oxytocin. 

Finally, even our hearing can get involved as !e 
listen to either the sounds of our che!ing, or 
perhaps more appealing, the sounds of the com-
panions !ith !hom !e are dining. In fact, !ith all of 
the oxytocin that our brain is secreting, our desire 
to share our mealtime !ith others !ill increase. Our 
brain !ill literally crave the company of others—
humans, animal companions, or, if none of those 
are on hand, time spent in gratitude thinking about 
the special people in our lives. 

Sensory eating is a transformative experience. It 
elevates nutrition to nurturance. Engaging all our 
senses !hile eating releases oxytocin, !hich, in 
turn, elevates our mood, our feelings of belong-
ing, and our sense of trust and relaxation. Enjoy 
time spent !ith loved ones around shared meals, 
engage your senses and experience eating in a 
marvelous ne! !ay. 

Sensory 
eating is a 

transformative 
experience. 
It elevates 

nutrition to 
nurturance.
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Include more fish and plant-based proteins in your 
diet as !ell, and replace refined carbohydrates 
!ith !hole grains such as bro!n rice, quinoa and 
barley. Select lo!-fat or fat-free dairy items and 
skinless lean poultry or !hite meats over higher 
fat dark meats.

� Get creative "hen cooking—it doesn’t 
have to be difficult! Experiment !ith easy stir-
fries, steamed or roasted vegetables, quick cooking 
grains, and baked or broiled lean meats and fish. 
Use healthy oils like canola or olive, rather than 
butter. Bake, roast, broil, steam, sauté, or poach 
foods; avoid frying as this adds excess calories and 
saturated fat to your diet. You can also replace sour 
cream !ith plain lo!-fat yogurt, substitute t!o egg 
!hites for each egg yolk, and use lo!-fat or fat-free 
versions of milk, yogurt, and cheese to reduce your 
fat intake. $void pre-packaged seasoning mixes 
because they often contain a lot of salt. Instead, use 
fresh or dried herbs and add vinegar or citrus juice 
at the last moment to enhance flavors.

By Jessica Iannotta, RD, CSO

DID YOU KNO# TH!T 50 TO 80 PERCENT 
of cancer patients experience nutritional issues 
that can not only affect their clinical outcomes, 
but also their quality of life? Cancer patients and 
survivors can manage their symptoms, improve 
their !ell-being, and reduce the risk of recur-
rence !ith proper nutrition. This can be difficult as 
persistent side effects such as fatigue can make it 
harder to invest the time and effort to plan, shop 
for, and prepare nutritious, healthy meals. Here are 
our favorite tips for getting more cancer-fighting 
foods into your meals:

� Practice supermarket smarts and be a savvy 
shopper. Stick to the perimeter !here you can 
find fresh produce and !hole foods. Buy a !ide 
variety of colors, experiment !ith seasonal pro-
duce, and try to avoid processed and convenience 
foods. Instead, look for healthy lean meats, fresh 
or frozen produce, beans, nuts, and !hole grains. 

D I E T

THREE
CANCER-
FIGHTING
DIETARY TIPS
TO REMEMBER
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� Be smart "hen dining out. Of course !e 
can’t cook every day of our life—and many of us 
enjoy dining out !ith family and friends. Steer clear 
of restaurants that offer all-you-can-eat buffets 
because you’re likely to eat more food than nec-
essary. Practice portion control: eat a small, healthy 
snack beforehand to avoid overindulging and 
refrain from extras like cocktails, appetizers, and 
bread. Select healthier menu items, share entrées, 
or order smaller items (such as t!o appetizers 
or soup and salad). Look for the phrases: baked, 
boiled, braised, broiled, consommé, cooked in its 
o!n juices, flank, garden fresh, grilled, marinara, 
poached, roasted, seared or pan seared, steamed, 
or stir-fried. Remember to eat slo!ly and enjoy 
your food!

Healthy eating doesn’t need to be difficult or 
time consuming if you follo! these suggestions. 
For an individualized nutrition plan, seek advice 
from a Registered Dietitian (RD), preferably one 
that is a Certified Specialist in Oncology Nutrition 
(CSO). These credentialed nutrition professionals 
!ill be able to help you effectively plan a cancer-
fighting diet that !orks for you and meets your 
nutritional needs.

JESSIC! I!NNOTT!, MS, RD, CSO, CDN, 
is the Chief Operating Officer of Meals 
to Heal (!!!.meals-to-heal.com), a 
complete solution to the needs of cancer 
patients. In addition to being a registered 
dietician, she is a certified specialist in 
oncology nutrition. 
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#E !LL KNO# THE PERILS of supersized sodas 
and not-so Happy Meals. But even the foods !e 
think are good for us may actually pack a po!erful 
and toxic one-t!o punch. First, genetically modified 
seeds (aka GMOs) are planted and then bam!, they’re 
sprayed !ith potent chemicals. The food industry 
asserts that this commonly used t!o-step process 
is minimally toxic; ho!ever, many studies and pres-
tigious health and environmental groups, including 
the #orld Health Organization, adamantly disagree.

$ very comprehensive 2013 revie! published in 
the journal Entropy demonstrated that glyphosate, 
the active ingredient in the !orld’s most com-
monly used herbicide, Roundup, is a “textbook 
example” of ho! an environmental toxin can harm 
our health. The researchers found that liberally 
spraying this toxic chemical over planted GMO 
seeds could contribute to a !ide variety of health 
problems, including obesity, diabetes, depression, 
autism, infertility, heart disease, cancer, and more.

IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH 
BY AVOIDING THESE FOODS

totallyTOXIC
D I E T
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Avoid canned foods. 
Many cans are lined with 
plastic that contains BPA.

#e’ve done a pretty thorough search on the 
GMO-herbicide combo and, frankly, it’s upset-
ting. But the Five to Thrive philosophy is all 
about taking action. So first, it’s important to 
recognize that !hether !e !ant to believe it 
or not, even seemingly “good-for-you” foods 
can actually be toxic to our health. $nd second, 
there are !ays to avoid these harmful foods. 
Here are our top five tips in this area:

 · Choose organic fruits, vegetables, 
grains, and oils "henever possible. #e 
kno! !e sound like a broken record about 
organics, but the reality is that the only 
!ay to minimize your exposure to most of 
these toxins is to buy products that carry 
the U.S. Department of $griculture’s 
organic seal. This ensures that the food is 
gro!n !ithout GMOs and chemical her-
bicides, pesticides, and fertilizers. 

 · Organic is important "ith meat and 
dairy as "ell. Try to eat only certified 
organic beef, poultry, eggs, cheese, and 
other dairy products. Studies clearly indi-
cate that !e ingest harmful chemicals 
!hen !e eat foods that come from ani-
mals fed GMO crops or crops that are 
sprayed !ith chemical herbicides and 
pesticides. 

 · Reduce the amount of corn and soy 
products you consume. $lmost all foods 
that contain corn and soy are no! made 
from crops gro!n from genetically modi-
fied seeds. If a product has corn or soy as 
an ingredient, either make sure it’s organic 
or avoid it.

 · !void eating soups, beans, fruits, and 
other foods packaged in cans. Many 
cans are lined !ith plastic that contains 
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BP$, a chemical that has been definitely 
sho!n to harm health by disrupting the 
delicate balance of our endocrine systems. 
There are some cans that are BP$ free, or 
you can choose soups and soy or nut milks 
that come in a BP$-free cardboard carton 
kno!n as a Tetra Pak.

 · !void plastics that are numbered 3 and 6, 
and use plastics numbered 1 and 7 !ith cau-
tion. Numbers 2, 4, and 5 are safer choices 
but still should only be used once. Never 
micro!ave plastic or reuse plastic bottles that 
are not BP$ free. Better yet, eat and drink out 
of glass, ceramic, or stainless steel containers 
!henever possible.

Rather than becoming over!helmed by the 
magnitude of the toxic chemicals found in our 
food supply, !e can become proactive. Some-
times there can be a tendency to say: “There’s 
nothing I can do about it any!ay, so I !ill do 
nothing at all.” That’s not the case !hen it 
comes to the food choices !e make. In fact, 
several studies have demonstrated that by 
avoiding products that contain BP$, !e can 
reduce the level of the chemical in our blood 
in just a fe! days. The key in all of our food 
choices is to be a!are of the toxin one-t!o 
punch and opt for foods on an ongoing basis 
that have been proven to be safe and po!erful 
nutrition knockouts. 

� � � � �

D I E T
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I N S P I R A T I O N

sounds like pearls
Sounds

   Like pearls

Roll off your tongue

   To grace this eager ebon ear.

Doubt and fear,

   Ungainly things,

!ith blushings

   Disappear.

—  Maya "ngelou  

The Complete Collected Poems
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M O V E M E N T

THE STRENGTHS AND
LIMITATIONS OFYOGA

Strengths
From a physical perspective, 
the various yoga poses stretch 
muscles and improve blood flo!, 
balance, flexibility, and strength. 
Studies also sho! that yoga can 
help reduce anxiety, enhance energy, 
ease insomnia, and improve mood. 
Yoga is often combined !ith medita-
tion and deep breathing, !hich can 
enhance its effects. 

There are several different types 
of yoga, and it’s accessible to 
people of all fitness levels. 
Even people !ho are not 
very flexible or strong can still 
benefit, because yoga creates 

NUMEROUS STUDIES H!VE DESCRIBED !ND CONFIRMED 
the many benefits of yoga. Those !ho consistently practice yoga 
!ill tell you that it’s more than movement; it is a uniting of mind, 
body, and spirit. In fact, in Sanskrit (the ancient language of India, 
!here yoga originated), yoga means “union.”

Yoga is the practice of performing physical postures and poses !hile 
focusing on breath, movement, and being present. 
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Here’s ho! different types of yoga compare to 
other cardiovascular activities, from a calorie-
burning perspective.

H!TH! YOG!, the most familiar form, and 
often taught at the beginner level, burns 175 
calories per hour (equivalent to !alking t!o 
miles in one hour).

!SHT!NG! YOG!, a little more intense than 
Hatha, burns 300  calories per hour (equivalent 
to !alking four miles in one hour).

VINY!S! YOG!, typically combined !ith 
$shtanga, burns 445 calories per hour (equiva-
lent to jogging slo!ly for one hour).

PO#ER YOG!, consisting of quick move-
ments designed to increase heart rate, burns 
600 calories per hour (equivalent to !alking 
eight miles in one hour).

BIKR!M YOG!, performed in a room heated 
to 105 degrees, burns 630 calories per hour 
(equivalent to s!imming the butterfly stroke for 
one hour).

Several studies have confirmed that Hatha yoga 
only burns about 2 to 3 calories per minute, 
"hich is equivalent to "alking at a slo" pace. So 
if "eight loss is your objective, try a different 
type of yoga or complement your Hatha yoga 
"ith a more intense cardio "orkout. 

THRIVE THOUGHT

an  individualized  experience. Yoga is not about 
competing or achieving certain results; it is about 
getting in touch !ith mind, body, and spirit.

Limitations
If one of your primary goals is to lose !eight, yoga 
alone may not cut it. Many people !ho practice 
yoga also do some other form of exercise for 
cardiovascular benefits and to burn more calories. 
Ho!ever, some forms of yoga can provide you 
!ith a solid !eight loss cardio !orkout in addition 
to all its other benefits. The key is to kno! !hich 
type of yoga is best for you.
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And the Research Says…
Much of the research in this area comes from 
the United Kingdom, !ith most of the empha-
sis on enhanced mental health benefits. #hile 
!e all kno! that being active helps us feel better 
physically, !e may not realize it also helps us feel 
happier. But can !e really get more benefit from 
being physically active outside versus inside?  
Research says:

In a 2011 study published in Perspectives in Public 
Health, a group of people !ho !alked outside in 
nature !as compared to t!o other groups–one 
exercising in a health club and the other in an 
indoor s!imming club. The results? Self-esteem 
and mood !ere the highest in the nature group.

$ literature revie! published in 2011 in the jour-
nal Environmental Science & Technology looked 
at 11 different studies on the effects of green 
exercise. Like the previous study, this paper also 
demonstrated significantly higher self-reported 
mental !ellbeing !ith the green exercisers 
versus indoor exercisers. The researchers !rote, 
“Compared !ith exercising indoors, exercising in 
natural environments !as associated !ith greater 
feelings of revitalization and positive engage-
ment, decreases in tension, confusion, anger, and 
depression, and increased energy.” The research 
says yes.

#H!T IF THERE #ERE !N E!SY #!Y to get 
even more benefit from movement? #ould you 
be interested? #ell luckily, there is–and it’s simple. 
Just go green to boost your !orkout.

There is a field of scientific study kno!n as green 
exercise that has caught our attention. Research-
ers first began looking at the enhanced benefits 
of being active in nature in early 2000. The body 
of research has gro!n since then, and more 
recent research continues to confirm the health- 
promoting effects of green exercise.

M O V E M E N T

A GREAT WAY TO ENHANCE 

EXERCISE
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ers !ho vie!ed unpleasant urban scenes actually 
experienced a negative effect on mood.

This gives ne! meaning to being mindful of your 
surroundings. So, if you can’t get outside, bring the 
outside in by having plants in your !orkout area and 
pictures of beautiful outdoor scenery. Be careful 
not to !atch the ne!s or negative television !hile 
!orking out, because it may actually reduce some 
of the !onderful benefits of your exercise. 

Get Out!
Exercise is great but exercising outdoors is even 
better. Keep in mind that you don’t have to be a 
jogger or a cyclist to experience the benefits of 
outdoor exercising. Many of these studies on green 
exercise involve !alking in nature. There is also evi-
dence sho!ing that gardening, yard !ork, and other 
outdoor activities have incredible health and mood 
benefits. The researchers agree that something 
special happens to us physically, mentally, and emo-
tionally !hen !e combine movement !ith nature. 

But realistically, it’s not al!ays feasible to exercise 
outside every day. That’s !hy !e !ere excited to 
read a study in !hich participants looked at pic-
tures of beautiful natural scenery !hile exercising 
indoors. In this study published by those same 
UK researchers in 2005 in the International 
Journal of Environmental Health Research, five 
groups of 20 people !ere sho!n a sequence of 
30 scenes projected on the !all !hile exercising 
on a treadmill. Blood pressure, self-esteem and 
mood !ere measured. Exercise in general had a 
positive effect on all three parameters; ho!ever, 
the exercisers !ho looked at the pleasant out-
door scenes had a significantly greater feeling of 
self-esteem than the exercisers !ho !ere not 
looking at those pictures. #hat’s more, exercis-

Even if you can’t get outside to exercise, 
there are benefits to having a pleasant vie! 
out a !indo! or bringing in plants.
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M O V E M E N T

“DON’T S#E!T IT” M!Y BE ! GOOD IDE! 
!hen you’re overstressed, but not !hen you’re 
detoxing. S!eating is a simple yet key !ay to 
cleanse your body of pollutants, chemicals, and 
other dangerous substances. In fact, it’s been 
estimated that more than 120 different toxic com-
pounds—everything from heavy metals to steroids 
to the body’s o!n inflammatory molecules—can 
be eliminated through perspiration. 

The skin is the largest organ in the body, so it 
makes sense that it’s one of the most important 
organs involved in detoxification and elimination. 
Not only does our skin serve as an actual barrier 
against some environmental toxins, but it also has a 

concentrated source of antioxidants that protects 
it from toxic oxidative compounds. In addition, our 
skin is home to a !hopping 3 million to 4 million 
s!eat glands, many of !hich are concentrated in 
our armpits, groin, palms of our hands, and soles 
of our feet. The primary role of our s!eat glands 
is to regulate temperature—as our perspiration 
evaporates, it removes heat from the body, cool-
ing body temperature. But our s!eat glands are 
also key routes of toxin elimination.

#hen foreign chemical compounds kno!n as 
xenobiotics enter our bodies through environmen-
tal pollutants, drugs, food, personal care products, 
and more, they’re detoxified by phase I and phase II 

GET THAT

GOOD HEALTH
GLOWFOR
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GET THAT
enzymes. These enzymes are found throughout 
the body, but are heavily concentrated in the liver 
and skin. Once the enzymes finish their detoxifi-
cation tasks, the leftover compounds need to be 
flushed from our bodies. Some are eliminated in 
urine or feces, others are exhaled though our lungs, 
and some are s!eated out through our skin. 

Ho!ever, some of the chemical compounds that 
our bodies s!eat out don’t al!ays need to be 
detoxified by phase I and II enzymes first. This is not 
true for compounds that are eliminated through 
the urine or feces, !hich suggests that s!eating 
is an extremely efficient !ay to rapidly clear toxins 
out of our bodies.

S!eating also helps ensure that our urinary, respi-
ratory, and fecal routes of elimination don’t become 
overburdened, allo!ing toxins to build up internally 
and cause oxidative damage. This can in turn harm 
cells, cause DN$ mutations, and contribute to the 
development of chronic diseases such as cancer, 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and dementia. In 
fact, one theory as to !hy a sedentary lifestyle 
is linked to increased risk of developing serious 
chronic diseases is because sedentary people don’t 
s!eat very much. 

The best !ays to increase s!eat are through 
vigorous exercise and exposure to hot environ-

ments such as saunas. Daily s!eating can be a 
very effective !ay to maintain gentle and continu-
ous detoxification. Even s!eating for as little as 15 
minutes a day can significantly reduce our bodies’ 
toxic burden. Of course, as s!eat contains toxic 
compounds, it’s important to !ash our skin after 
perspiring so !e don’t inadvertently reabsorb the 
toxins !e have just eliminated.

S!eat is critical to our long-term health and vital-
ity, so next time you are glistening or even dripping 
!ith perspiration, smile and think about all of the 
toxins that are leaving your body.

The best ways to increase 
sweat are through vigorous 
exercise and exposure  
to hot environments such 
as saunas.
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M O V E M E N T

study in the September 2013 issue of the $meri-
can Journal of Health Promotion. They found that 
students !ho exercised vigorously for 20 minutes 
at least three days a !eek and spent more than 
t!o hours a day !ith others had less depression, 
anxiety and perceived stress compared to those 
!ho !ere physically active but did not have the 
social net!ork. 

The researchers also reported that the students 
!ho fared the best from a mental health stand-

THE MENT!L HE!LTH BENEFITS of exercise 
are undisputed. #e’ve been !riting about that spe-
cific mind-body connection for years. But research 
indicates that regular exercise combined !ith a 
strong social net!ork is even more po!erful. 

Researchers from the University of Minnesota 
surveyed nearly 15,000 college students from 94 
different schools throughout the United States. 
The students !ere asked about mood and physical 
activity levels. They published the results of their 

FITNESS AND FRIENDSHIP
A GREAT COMBINATION!
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Movement is po!erful cancer prevention. Studies 
demonstrate that exercise can positively impact 
all five key path!ays: immune, inflammation, hor-
monal balance, insulin resistance, and digestion/
detoxification. $nd !hen it’s combined !ith social 
support, it can be even more health-enhancing.

Keep in mind, exercise classes or !orking out !ith 
a fitness friend isn’t ideal for everyone. #e are 
all individuals and need to recognize and respect 
our individuality. The same is true for being social. 
Being an introvert (recharging your mind/body/
spirit “battery” alone), for example, may mean that 
you relish your alone time and are more selec-
tive !hen you incorporate social times into your 
!eek. The key is to find !hat !orks for you and 
to honor that.

point also had five or more close friends. This is 
consistent !ith previous research sho!ing that 
social isolation can elevate chronic inflammation 
and !eaken the immune system. Social connectiv-
ity is such a significant part of the Five to Thrive 
Plan that !e often recommend that if people don’t 
have a strong support system, they consider join-
ing a group or taking a class. $nd taking an exercise 
class is the perfect partnership!

In 2009, researchers from the University of Penn-
sylvania School of Medicine found that people !ho 
had a !ork out pal lost more !eight than those 
!ho did not. Even if you don’t have a person to 
!ork out !ith, it also helps to have friends or family 
!ho are encouraging and cheering you on as you 
embark on your exercise program.
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M O V E M E N T

STRETCH
YOURSELF
FOCUSING ON FLEXIBILITY

joints limber and your muscles loose. Being flex-
ible can also help prevent injury. Perhaps one of the 
most important aspects of stretching is that it can 
help relieve stress.

Stretching Tips to Remember 
Stretching is a critical part of healthy daily living, 
and it is important that your stretching routine is 
safe. Here are some tips to keep in mind:
 � Stretching should not be painful, so don’t force 

yourself !hile stretching. You should only feel 
mild tension.

 � Stretching should be fluid and gentle. Don’t 
bounce or thro! your body into a stretch.

#HEN #E THINK OF MOVEMENT, !e often 
think of building muscle or increasing our aerobic 
capacity; ho!ever, !e can sometimes underesti-
mate the po!er of stretching. Stretching as a part of 
a regular exercise program is absolutely critical. One 
of the things !e like best about stretching is that it 
can be done frequently in short bouts throughout 
the day. This !ill not only enhance your overall flex-
ibility, it !ill do !onders for your general health and 
!ell-being. 

Being more physically flexible can make everyday 
tasks easier. Stretching can improve balance, range 
of motion, and circulation. Stretching !ill keep your 

BY

Make Time + Break Time = Cancer Protection
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 � Don’t hold your breath !hile stretching. 
Use this as an opportunity to breathe 
freely and deeply.

 � Stretch frequently. In addition to stretch-
ing associated !ith exercise, you should 
periodically stretch throughout the day and 
before you go to bed at night.

 � #hen stretching !ith exercise, gently stretch 
after your muscles are !armed up and then 
after you are done exercising. 

 � Drink plenty of fresh !ater before, during, 
and after your stretches. #ater keeps all 
body systems hydrated and can help you 
get the most out of your stretching routine.

Remember, sitting !ithout movement 
throughout the day can be problematic and 
can increase the risk of many different ill-
nesses including cancer. In fact, according to 
the $merican Institute of Cancer Research, 
it only takes brief one to t!o minute breaks 
throughout the day to help lo!er cancer 
risk (see graphic “Make Time + Break Time = 
Cancer Protection” on page 26). Stretching is 
a great !ay to break up your day and add more 
movement into your daily routine. For easy 
!ays to include stretching into a busy !ork day, 
check out the “Office Stretches” side bar on 
this page presented by Exercise for Life. 

Stretching is one of those great forms of 
movement that doesn’t cost a thing and is 
easy to do throughout the day. No excuses 
Thrivers, let’s stretch!
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Our Psychological Detox
The five steps of this gentle cleansing plan !ill help 
enhance emotional, mental, and spiritual health.

 1 Capitulate
To capitulate is to surrender. #e learned about 
the art of capitulation several years ago and have 
been enamored !ith this concept ever since. The 
idea is that at the end of the day before you go 
to sleep, you recall your activities, the people you 
interacted !ith, and ho! you felt. It’s supposed to 
be a fairly quick process—the philosophy being 
that !hen you capitulate, you are better able to let 
go of anything negative that may have happened 
and pause to celebrate the good things. You can 
then surrender into the night !ith the vision of 
starting fresh in the morning. The act of surrender 
can be very cleansing.

 2 Remediate
To remediate is to make right, correct, or remedy 
a situation or relationship. Remediation !orks 
best !hen it is combined !ith authenticity, com-
passion, and kindness to!ard yourself and others. 
You can remediate small things like the number of 
hours you !ork each day or big things like con-
fronting a loved one or friend. You can remediate 

! KEY P!TH#!Y in the Five to Thrive plan is 
detoxification. #hen !e !rite about detoxifying, 
!e focus on cleansing the body. But !hat about 
cleansing the mind? If you’re interested in this 
type of “detoxification,” !e suggest you try our 
CREAM cleanse. #e like this acronym because it 
represents rising to the top—and that’s !hat !e 
hope this cleanse !ill help you do.

R E J U V E N A T I O N

MENTAL HEALTH 
CLEANSE
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 5 Meditate
This action may conjure images of crossing the legs, 
shutting the eyes, and chanting “om.” $nd !hile that’s 
a great !ay for some people to meditate, it certainly 
isn’t the only !ay. In Buddhist tradition, to meditate is 
to empty the mind. Meditation is a form of prayer and 
reflection. Because of this, it is extremely individual-
ized and can be performed in many different !ays. 
Taking a fe! deep breaths after a stressful meeting 
can be a form of meditation. Numerous scientific 
studies have confirmed the many health-promoting 
benefits of meditation, both emotionally and physi-
cally. Meditation can be a great !ay to cleanse the 
mind !hile quieting the spirit.

Keep in mind that cleansing does not mean depri-
vation. Rather than thinking of ridding yourself of 
something negative, think of it as clearing space for 
the positive. This type of daily cleanse can be an inte-
gral part of any health and healing program. 

monthly, daily, or in any moment it is needed. The 
process of remediation can be very cleansing if 
you are clearing out toxic feelings, actions, and 
even relationships.

 3 Exuberate
To exuberate is to express great joy. There is 
nothing more cleansing to one’s mind, body, and 
spirit than the feeling of joy. In her !onderful 
book $!akening Loving Kindness, Pema Chödrön 
!rites, “Joy is like a soft spring rain that allo!s us 
to lighten up, to enjoy ourselves, and therefore it’s 
a !hole ne! !ay of looking at suffering.” Joy can 
also be a !hole ne! !ay of looking at cleansing 
our soul and nurturing our spirit.

 4 Affirm
$ffirmations are statements that can make an 
imprint on the subconscious mind to create a pos-
itive self-image. It is most effective to make these 
statements using present tense !hile imagining 
yourself really experiencing !hat you are affirm-
ing. To transform negative thoughts and !ords 
into positive statements can be truly cleansing. 
$nytime !e can enhance our self-image, !e are 
rene!ing our spirit and opening our hearts to 
experiencing more joy and happiness.
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R E J U V E N A T I O N

call on your inner, or spiritual, core during and after 
your cleanse. Ultimately, this path, !hich includes 
simple breathing practices and meditation, helps you 
deepen your cleanse and overall health program.

$ !ell-planned seasonal cleanse, !hether it’s for 
three days, ten days, or longer, can do much more 
than detoxify your body. Cleansing can balance and 

By Isaac Eliaz, MD

BEGINNING ! DETOXIFYING CLE!NSE C!N 
seem novel, exciting, and nurturing. But as the days 
progress, staying committed to the cleanse can 
become an issue. Fortunately, there’s a path you 
can follo! that not only leads to increased moti-
vation and discipline, but also sho!s you ho! to 

CLEANSEYOUR 

BODY, MIND, 
AND SPIRIT 
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harmonize the many layers of your being: physi-
cal, mental, emotional, and spiritual. The primary 
connection bet!een these layers is the breath. 
Breathing brings nourishment and information 
from the universe in the form of oxygen, and 
releases old toxins in the form of carbon dioxide.

In your body, oxygen helps rejuvenate ne! tissue, 
replace old tissue, dispose of !aste materials, 
and create vital life energy. Because the many 
layers of your being are interconnected, releas-
ing toxins from your body can also help to release 
toxic emotions and thoughts. This is !hy people 
undergoing a cleanse often report feelings of 
euphoria and clarity during and after the process. 
By paying attention to the release of these emo-
tions, you are likely to feel more rejuvenated after 
your cleanse.

This process also !orks in the opposite !ay: 
Releasing negative emotions and mental states 
can help remove physical toxins from your body. 
This is !here focused breathing comes in. #hen 
!e exhale, !e can feel and visualize our toxins and 
toxic emotions leaving our bodies. Exhaling also 
prepares our lungs for receiving vital, fresh infor-
mation and healing energy as !e inhale. Simply 
through slo!ing do!n and becoming a!are of our 
breathing and this cyclical exchange of energy, 
!e can significantly enhance our cleansing and 
healing processes to create greater vitality and 
lightness of being.

Isaac Eliaz, MD, has practiced integrative 
medicine since the early 1980s and is 
considered a pioneer in the field. He is 
a respected author, lecturer, researcher, 
product formulator, and clinical prac-
titioner. For more information about 
Dr.#Eliaz, visit DrEliaz.org. 

A Simple Meditation
Here’s a simple meditation and breathing prac-
tice to get you started: 
! Sit comfortably in a quiet spot, and think 

about the things you’re ready to shed 
during your cleanse. They can be physical 
health issues, emotional problems, thought 
patterns, cluttered personal space—any-
thing at all. 

! Imagine focusing your breath onto a spe-
cific object, such as a rock. !hen you 
exhale, visualize all that you’re letting go 
of being released into the rock. !hen you 
breathe in, visualize pure healing energy 
entering your body and filling your entire 
being "ith light. 

! Repeat this process, allo"ing any emo-
tions, thoughts, and feelings to arise and 
slip a"ay as you bring your focus back to 
your breathing. 

This simple meditation practice can be a pro-
found vehicle for healing your mind, body, and 
spirit. Many scientific studies have confirmed 
the po!erful benefits of meditation. Give it a 
try during your next cleanse and see ho! many 
different types of toxins you can release. 
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The first aspect of gratitude, Emmons says, is the 
“affirmation of goodness”—in other !ords, feeling 
thankful for the gifts and benefits !e receive. But 
the real po!er of gratitude, according to Emmons, 
is !hen !e recognize that these gifts come from 
others. $ckno!ledging that there is goodness 
outside of ourselves, he says, is !hat helps us 
experience happiness, joy, and optimism.

#E LIKE TO T!LK !BOUT GR!TITUDE and the 
act of being and feeling grateful. Robert Emmons, 
PhD, director of the Emmons Lab at University of 
California, Davis, is a !orld-reno!ned expert on the 
health benefits of gratitude. Emmons reminds us that 
there are t!o aspects of being grateful—the second 
of !hich is often overlooked, but perhaps the more 
important than the better-kno!n first. 

R E J U V E N A T I O N

POWERPEOPLEof the
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test performance as traditional kinds of brain- 
boosting exercises.

On the flip side, social isolation also “re-!ires” brain 
activity. In a study conducted by the University of 
Chicago, researchers found that lonely participants 
had far less activity in the ventral striatum part of 
the brain (a part of the brain involved in learning) 
compared to the non-lonely participants. 

The bottom line is that !e are social beings, and 
!e thrive on time spent in connection !ith others. 
$nd, of course, you !ant those relationships to be 
as authentic, respectful, compassionate, and kind as 
possible. #e innately mirror each other, so our ges-
tures, emotions, and neurochemistry are affected 
by the attitude and behaviors of the people !e are 
communicating !ith. So, Thrivers, take a deep breath, 
put the phone do!n—just for a bit—and start 
sharing some smiles !ith others. You !ill feel the dif-
ference in myriad !ays. 

$s it turns out, that famous Barbara Streisand song 
is true: “People !ho need people are the luckiest 
people in the !orld!” 

#e couldn’t agree more. $nd the scientific litera-
ture agrees !ith us as !ell.

Importance of Social Networks
In this day of Facebook, T!itter, and iEverything, !e 
often need to be reminded that effective, authentic 
interaction only requires one thing—your heart. It 
reminds us of this joke: One !ay to double the bat-
tery life of your phone is to put it a!ay. (Of course, 
some people are so attached to their phone they 
don’t get the joke.)

Kidding aside, !e kno! that feelings of isolation 
activate our body’s stress response system, !hich 
over time can negatively impact our health. #hile 
!e agree that technology saves us a lot of time and 
is useful on so many levels, it can also contribute 
to feelings of isolation—especially !hen !e start 
spending more time !ith our phone than !e do 
!ith our friends and family face to face.

Having a strong social net!ork is linked !ith 
higher perceived !ell-being and happiness. #e 
are actually physically, emotionally, and spiritu-
ally designed to be in community !ith others. 
Some research even indicates !e can change 
brain chemistry via positive social interactions. In 
2007, researchers from the University of Michigan 
found that socializing even boosted brain func-
tion. In fact, the researchers found that socializing 
!as just as effective at enhancing memory and 

researchers found that 
socializing was just as 
effective at enhancing 
memory and test performance 
as traditional kinds of  
brain-boosting exercises
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R E J U V E N A T I O N

TO M!NY !MERIC!NS, vacations have become 
a luxury !hen they really should be a necessity. 
$ccording to a 2014 annual study conducted by 
Expedia, more people than ever are not using 
their vacation days. The report revealed that 
more than 500 million vacation days a year go 
unused! $nd ho! many of those days are yours? 
$ !hopping 35% of $mericans say they don’t 
take their vacation days because of !ork. #hat’s 

!orse, 76% of the $merican survey respondents 
said they check !ork email and voicemail !hile  
on vacation.  

$ccording to the report, !e could learn a lot from 
the French. In France, people receive 30 days of 
vacation a year and guess !hat? They actually 
take all 30 days per year. Good for them! Can you 
imagine, six !eeks?!

MAKE VACATIONS 
A PRIORITY
your health depends on it!
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There are so many great reasons !hy !e should 
take a vacation but one of the best is that your 
overall health depends on it. Numerous studies 
have demonstrated that taking vacations can help 
us live longer. $ 2010 study published in the journal 
$pplied Research in Quality of Life also found that 
there is a significant boost in happiness during the 
planning phase of the vacation as !ell—vacation 
planning boosted happiness for eight !eeks prior! 
$ small study featured in the journal Occupational 
Medicine demonstrated that there is also a lasting 
physical effect !hen !e take vacations. In that study, 
sleep quality and mood !as improved follo!ing the 
vacation and that lasted for five !eeks after. So lets 
do the math: !e receive physical health benefits 
for eight !eeks prior to a one !eek vacation and 
for five !eeks after so that’s a total of three and a 
half months !orth of benefit from just one !eek 
of relaxation!

One of the reasons vacationing is so important 
is that it takes us out of the “fight or flight” mode 
that a hectic !ork and home life can create. #hen 
!e are in constant overdrive, stress hormones are 
released and remain elevated causing an ongoing 
cascade of hyper activation. In the body, it’s as if 
there is a fire alarm going off all the time (imagine 
ho! stressful it !ould feel if your home fire alarm 
!as constantly going off!). In this state, key body 
systems are understandably negatively impacted, 
!hich can set us up for all kinds of health problems 
and even put us at risk of developing cancer. The 
only !ay to correct this imbalance is !ith relaxation. 
$nd one of the best !ays to re-charge and unplug 
fully is !hile !e are on vacation.



the king of bad habits—cigarette smoking—and 
see ho! this !orks.

By all accounts, cigarette smoking is bad for our 
health. Regular and long-term smokers are at 
increased risk for developing cancer, heart dis-
ease, dementia, arthritis, and complications from 
other chronic diseases. Cigarette smokers tend to 
have bad breath and undesirable body odor, so 
the habit can be hard on our social life, and there-
fore psychological health. Despite all of these 
effects, if !e gently lay aside our judgment, an 
entirely ne! perspective opens up. #e can dis-
passionately vie! our smoking habit, and !e can 
open ourselves up to learning about ho! even 
this is an expression of our innate !isdom. 

That !isdom becomes apparent !hen people !ho 
smoke consider their smoking habit. #hen they 
question !hat it is that they gain from it, !hen 
they started, !hy they started, and !hy they con-
tinue, !onderful insight unfurls in front of them. 
They may discover that they started to smoke as 
teenagers because their friends smoked and they 
!anted to fit in. This reflects a deep desire for con-
nection to others and a !illingness to share time 
and comfort in the company of others. They may 
further discover that !ith each cigarette, they 
are granted five to 10 minutes of uninterrupted 
solitude. Even further, perhaps they relish the 
feel of the tobacco in their hand and its smoke in 
their lungs and recognize this as a yearning to be 

#E !LL H!VE ! FE# B!D H!BITS; there’s no 
shame in admitting it. $ny one of us could confess 
to doing things habitually that are just not good for 
us. $dmitting these behaviors is the first step to 
beating them. It paves the !ay for us to step back 
and examine our habits. #hat do !e gain from 
them? #hy do !e retain these habits, particularly 
if !e kno! they’re bad for us? Let’s start there and 
unravel the perplexing problem of “bad” habits. 

The !ord bad suggests that the habit in question 
has consequences that !e do not appreciate or 
desire. In the case of our health, bad habits tend 
to be those that !e believe !ill impair our health. 
#e tend to vie! health as good, so anything that 
impedes it is therefore bad. Ho!ever, there may 
be a more health-promoting !ay to look at this. 
#hat if !e dropped the judgment about these 
behaviors? #hat if !e stepped back from berat-
ing ourselves about !hat !e are or aren’t doing, 
and instead started from a place of acceptance?

To do this requires a fundamental belief in the 
inherent !isdom of the self. For if !e uncondi-
tionally believe that our innate !isdom is al!ays 
responding to our circumstances in order to best 
secure our survival—and, better yet, our exuber-
ant vitality—then judgment doesn’t make sense. 

Let us be clear that an implicit belief in our innate 
!isdom does not necessarily mean that !hat !e 
do is al!ays supportive of our health. Let’s take 

R E J U V E N A T I O N

GOOD NEWS ABOUT
BAD HABITS
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for them. $ctually, the scientific data tells us a dif-
ferent story. T!o to three cups of coffee each day is 
actually associated !ith a decreased risk of prema-
ture death—10 percent reduced risk for men and 
13 percent for !omen. Coffee consumption reduces 
the risk of liver diseases such as auto  immune liver 
disorders and liver cancer. $nd speaking of cancer, 
coffee consumption is also associated !ith reduced 
risk of several other cancers including oral/pharyn-
geal, lung, and breast cancer. #hat’s more, coffee 
consumption is neutral—meaning it has no effect, 
good or bad—in cases of colon and prostate cancer. 
Regarding cardiovascular disease, coffee intake 
reduces the risk of heart failure and appears to lo!er 
the risk of coronary heart disease in !omen. People 
!ho drink t!o to four cups of coffee daily also lo!er 
their risk of type 2 diabetes. The negative health 
effects of regular coffee drinking are limited but 
they include !orsening of anxiety in anxiety-prone 
individuals, prolongation of the stress response, 
reduction of mineral content in bones, and diarrhea 
in some people. Taking all of this data together, it 
!ould seem that coffee drinking does not qualify as 
a bad habit for most people. 

Alcohol
Regular alcohol consumption has been subjected to 
significant scientific scrutiny over the years. There 
have been several studies that have !arned us of 
the dangers associated !ith regular consumption 
of alcohol. #hile these studies gain the eye of the 
media, an equally impressive body of data has found 
that alcohol consumption contributes to healthy 
longevity. On balance, here are a fe! of the conclu-
sions that !e can make. High levels of regular alcohol 
intake, !hich is more than one daily drink for !omen 
and more than t!o drinks for men, does qualify as 
a bad habit. This level of alcohol intake is correlated 
!ith an increased risk of various cancers including 
breast, prostate, colon, head and neck, esophageal, 

close to nature and the plant kingdom. This insight 
could extend to many other levels and into many 
other directions—but it is only !hen the habit is 
examined !ith nonjudgmental curiosity that these 
insights !ill reveal themselves.

By better understanding the reasons they smoke, 
smokers give themselves the opportunity to 
accomplish all those critically important ends via 
different means. In the example above, the smoker 
could recognize the need for companionship and, 
as a result, prioritize relationship and joining in 
activities !ith others. This person also may deter-
mine his need for taking breaks outside in nature 
every fe! hours. Finally, this person may recognize 
his affinity for plants and dedicate time to tending 
a garden. $s these ne! habits ans!er their inner 
call, the person !ill be better able to release the 
habit of smoking. $ll those deeply held needs are 
still met, and in ne! !ays that are more conducive 
to physical health. 

In recognizing the underlying needs that our “bad” 
habits are fulfilling, !e are able to see the inherent 
!isdom of the body at !ork. The self kno!s !hat it 
needs and has found a !ay to meet those needs. If 
!e further accept that the self is, by its very nature, 
imperfect, !e understand that our solutions may 
not al!ays represent the most optimal ones, and 
that there is opportunity to make adjustments. 

#e all talk about our “bad habits”—and !hile !e 
each have our o!n unique blend of so-called bad 
habits, there are a fe! habits that may not be so 
bad after all. Here is a closer look at some good 
ne!s about some common bad habits.

Coffee
Many people express guilty pleasure about their 
morning cup of coffee, assuming that it must be bad 
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Stress
Of course too much stress is a bad habit… or is it? 
Placing stress in the bad habit category actually 
may be unfair. For one thing, research has found 
that the type of stress makes a difference. For 
instance, !ork related stress is not a risk factor for 
certain cancers such as colon, lung, breast, or pros-
tate. #ork-related stress is also not correlated !ith 
increased risk of heart disease. On the other hand 
the stress that comes from depression, social isola-
tion and lack of quality social support is linked to 
increased risk of heart disease. Pessimism, feelings 
of social isolation, and major stressful life events 
are linked !ith increased risk of cancer progres-
sion. So the fact is, different kinds of stress affect 
our health differently. Even more importantly, ho! 
!e perceive stress has a huge impact on its effects 
on our health and !ellbeing. $ !onderful example 
of this !as a study published in 2012 in the jour-
nal Personality and Social Psychology. In this study, 
Yale University researchers evaluated the stress 
attitudes of 400 employees at an international 
financial institution. Those employees !ho vie!ed 
stress as debilitating had !orse !ork performance, 
unhappiness, and poorer health. Those !ho vie!ed 
stress as beneficial had greater life satisfaction, 
better health, and superior !ork performance. So, 
stress may be harmful to our health in some cases, 
but that depends upon its source and ho! it is per-
ceived. It actually may not be so bad after all. 

Bad habits tend to be those that !e believe !ill 
impair out health. Ho!ever, !hen !e drop the 
judgment and look at our habits differently, !e 
may be able to see some value. Clearly there are 
some habits that are bad for us, such as being 
sedentary, eating excess refined sugar, and not 
getting enough sleep. But there may be other 
“bad” habits that aren’t as bad as !e previously 
thought. $nd that’s some good ne!s for Thrivers!

and liver. $ lo!er intake—specifically less than 
an average of one daily drink for !omen and t!o 
daily drinks for men—ho!ever, sho!s a protective 
effect. One such study found that the risk of breast 
cancer mortality !as 15 percent lo!er in !omen 
!ho drank three to five drinks per !eek. $ddition-
ally, these !omen had a 25 percent lo!er risk of 
death from cardiovascular disease. Death from any 
cause among moderate drinkers !as 20 percent 
lo!er than in nondrinkers. The bottom line? If you 
don’t drink no!, there is no reason to start. Even 
if modest amounts of alcohol exert preventive 
effects on cancer and cardiovascular disease risk, 
there are a multitude of other strategies available 
to lo!er the risk of these diseases. Ho!ever, if you 
do drink, keeping consumption to less than three 
to six drinks per !eek for !omen and less than six 
to 12 drinks for men appears to be safe and per-
haps beneficial to healthy longevity. 

R E J U V E N A T I O N
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Wild Geese
You do not have to be good.
You do not have to "alk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting.
You only have to let the soft animal of your body
love "hat it loves.

Tell me about despair, yours, and I "ill tell you mine.
Mean"hile the "orld goes on.
Mean"hile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain
are moving across the landscapes,#
over the prairies and the deep trees,
the mountains and the rivers.
Mean"hile the "ild geese, high in the clean blue air,
are heading home again.

$hoever you are, no matter ho" lonely,#
the "orld offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the "ild geese, harsh and exciting##
over and over announcing your place#
in the family of things.

from"Dream #ork by Mary Oliver"
published by $tlantic Monthly Press
© Mary Oliver
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S P I R I T

IT’S !L#!YS ! GOOD IDE! to give thanks and 
reflect. #hile !e love anything that encourages 
gratitude, !e also propose that !e can make grat-
itude a !ay of life—a part of each and every day 
of the year. $nd one !ay to do that is to combine 
t!o of our favorite activities—practicing grati-
tude and movement. But first, let’s look at !hy 
gratitude is so important.

The Healing Power 
of Gratitude
The scientific research associated !ith the health-
promoting benefits of gratitude is expanding, 
along !ith our appreciation of this positive trait. 
But !hat exactly is gratitude? $s a noun, it is simply 
the state of being thankful. But it is !hen this is put 
into action that it’s of utmost importance—being 
grateful means sho!ing appreciation.

Hundreds of studies have no! sho!n that being 
grateful and expressing gratitude can provide an 
impressive list of health benefits including:
 •  Increased feelings of happiness, life satisfac-

tion, and positive emotions
 •  Increased immunity
 •  Better pain management
 •  Enhanced heart health
 •  More energy 
 •  Better sleep
 •  More fulfilling relationships !ith others

Of note, ho!ever, is that practicing gratitude is like 
putting gas in your car. You need to continually fill 
the tank if you are going to keep driving. Scien-
tists have discovered that positive emotions !ear 
off because !e are designed to respond to novelty 
and change. To ensure that our emotional health 

ONFILL UPGRATITUDE
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ON continues to adapt to novelty, !e need to keep 
reminding ourselves of positive things. #e can use 
gratitude as a !ay to keep this positive outlook fresh 
and strong. Making gratitude a !ay of life keeps our 
appreciation tank full, !hich motivates us to keep 
moving for!ard and to thrive. The key is to find cre-
ative and impactful !ays to encourage gratitude on 
a daily basis. Movement is so critical to our health, so 
!hy not combine the t!o?

The Combination Counts
Here are a fe! !ays to incorporate gratitude into 
your daily movement plan.

THE GR!TITUDE ST!NCE. You can create your 
o!n gratitude stance based on your physical com-
fort level. In yoga there is a series of movements 
called Sun Salutations. #hile the exact movements 
can vary, the Sanskrit name for the Sun Salutations, 
namaskar, means “to adore.” The movements often 
begin and end !ith hands joined together touching 
the heart. $nother gratitude gesture that !e like is 
to have arms extended above the head, palms !ide, 
head tilted to!ard the sky, sho!ing an openness to 
gratitude. You can stand and stretch this !ay many 
times throughout the day.

EXERCISE !PPRECI!TION. Before and after you 
begin your exercise routine, you can pause, take three 
long, deep breaths, and feel grateful that you are 
physically capable, emotionally !illing, and spiritually 
engaged in your exercise routine. You can also end by 
thinking about the people in your life !hom you most 
appreciate that day and say their name(s) as you do 
your final stretches (either quietly in your head or out 
loud) sending them strength and appreciation. 

THE GR!TEFUL #!LK. $s you !alk outside, think 
of people, things, and experiences you are most 

thankful for. Breathe deeply and pay attention to 
the beauty that surrounds you. $s you !alk, think 
and feel deep gratitude to!ard someone or some-
thing and, at the same time, revel in your moment 
of being physically active.

There are many !ays to be grateful. Just remem-
ber that it requires action and repetition to get the 
full thriving benefits.

While the exact movements 
can vary, the Sanskrit name 
for the Sun Salutations, 
namaskar, means “to adore.” 
The movements often begin 
and end with hands joined 
together touching the heart. 
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S P I R I T

SIMPLE STEPS TO HELP YOUR 

SPIRIT SING6
 1 Encourage gratitude
Being grateful for others fills your heart !ith 
appreciation. You can encourage gratitude in your 
life by starting your day !ith thoughts of grateful-
ness. Before you even get out of bed, think of at 
least one thing, one situation, or one being that 
you are grateful for. Let yourself appreciate this 
focus of gratitude for a fe! moments. Smile !hile 
you are having these thoughts of appreciation. You 
could also keep a gratitude journal and each night 
before bed jot do!n the things you !ere grateful 
for that day. Find !ays to cultivate gratitude for the 
infinite blessings !e are presented !ith each day.

 2  Give yourself a glance 
of loving-kindness

#hen you catch a glimpse of yourself in a mirror, 
smile at your reflection. Throughout the day 
ackno!ledge yourself, even if just for a brief 
moment, !ith genuine loving-kindness. #e cannot 
say it better than inspired Buddhist teacher Pema 
Chodron: “#hen you begin to touch your heart or 
let your heart be touched, you begin to discover that 
it is bottomless, that it doesn’t have any resolution, 
that this heart is huge, vast and limitless. You begin 
to discover ho! much !armth and gentleness there 
is, as !ell as ho! much space.” Bathe yourself and 
those you love in kindness and compassion.

RECONNECTING #ITH YOUR SPIRITU!L 
SELF and living life from the heart can certainly 
be transformative. $nd, as !ith most transforma-
tions, it !ill take time and effort. Try out a fe! of 
these simple steps in your daily life to move for-
!ard—they !ill make a difference!
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 6 Cultivate laughter
#atch funny movies, hang out !ith funny friends, 
start laughing even if nothing is funny, and do 
!hatever it takes to laugh frequently. The come-
dian Milton Berle once said, “Laughter is an instant 
vacation.” Take one today! Laughter is physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually healing. $nd it’s not just 
laughter that is healing; it’s also the physical act of 
smiling. Ho! many times do you smile throughout 
the day? Make smiling a part of your daily routine.

 3 Speak from the heart
Think about someone you love and !hy you love 
them. Create some time to communicate !ith this 
person—tell them either in person or in !riting 
about your love and appreciation. It doesn’t have 
to be a big, dra!n-out event—just a simple act 
of speaking the truth of your experience of love, 
and gratitude for the opportunity to share it. Be 
authentic in your expression. Remember that in 
every day there exist opportunities to feel and 
express love. Search out those moments and soon 
they !ill become a part of the fabric of your life.

 4 Embrace favorite pastimes
#hat are some of the top things you love to do? 
Can you find at least one of these activities in 
every day? Yesterday? Today? Relish the moments 
that you do get to enjoy these cherished activi-
ties, and if you can, insert at least one of them in 
each day. Make a list of your favorite pastimes and 
post the list !here you can see it. Tell others !hat 
you love to do so they can encourage you to find 
time to do it.

 5 Seek out social support
Don’t underestimate the dangers of isolation. If 
you don’t have a strong support system !ith family 
and friends, consider joining a mutual-interest 
group, like a book club. Take a class or begin vol-
unteering !ith others. $nd if you do have a strong 
support system, make time for them and include 
them in your spirit-filled life. 
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S P I R I T

JOY IN
AWARENESS

BUDDH! TE!CHES TH!T the path to 
enlight enment is created through mindfulness. 
Mindfulness, or paying attention to all things in the 
present moment, is also being used as a psycho-
logical tool and even as a therapy to heal mental 
and physical conditions. For everyone, a height-
ened sense of a!areness brings us more joy, 
happiness, and appreciation in our day-to-day lives. 

The mundane becomes 
marvelous
Paying attention can serve many valuable purposes. 
It can keep us safe as !e !alk do!n the street. It can 
prevent a car accident or a mishap at !ork. It can 
make us better parents, partners, and friends. But 
!hat if this heightened a!areness could also help us 
thrive? #e believe it can.

Let’s start by looking at ho! you start your day. $s 
you !ake in the morning, do you appreciate the 
smell of the coffee or the cool breeze coming in 
the !indo!? Do you stop to smell the fresh flo!-
ers or give the dog a !ell-deserved scratch behind 
the ear? Do you take “appreciation pauses” as you 
get ready for your day, soaking in the goodness that 
surrounds you? There are numerous opportunities 
to be a!are !ell before punching the time clock. 

$nd all this a!areness does more than put a smile 
on your face. Studies have also sho!n that mindful-
ness !ill help control cortisol (stress hormone) levels 
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happier. Being mindful at mealtime is absolutely 
critical if !e are to experience the full enjoyment 
that our food is meant to impart. 

•  COMMUNIC!TING #ITH OTHERS. Being 
present !ith the people !e interact !ith is a gift 
that !e give ourselves on a continual basis. #e 
experience, learn, and appreciate so much more 
from our interactions !ith others !hen !e are 
fully a!are and engaged in the present moment. 
Being present reminds us that there is more to life 
than our little corner of the !orld and that !e are 
all sharing in this experience together. Being pres-
ent !ith others takes the loneliness out of living.

Try enhancing your a!areness in these three areas 
of your life. From there, !ork to incorporate a mind-
fulness mentality in even the little things you do 
each day. You’ll be a!are of ho! great that fresh-
cut la!n smells, ho! !onderful it feels to !ash the 
dirt off your hands after being in the garden, or 
maybe even ho! relieved you feel to lay your head 
on your pillo! after a long day. Even in those small 
moments, !hen you are fully a!are of their impact, 
you !ill relish and enjoy them much more than if 
you moved through them mindlessly. 

and keep anxiety and depression at bay. The body 
reacts positively !hen !e pause, take a deep breath, 
and notice our surroundings. 

Awareness required here
Even if it’s difficult to be a!are in every moment of 
every day, !e suggest you start by enhancing your 
a!areness during these three daily activities: 

•  PHYSIC!L !CTIVITY. #henever possible, take 
your exercise outside. Exercising outside gives us 
the opportunity to observe the !onderful sights, 
sounds, and experiences of Mother Nature. $nd, 
!hile you are exercising, really pay attention to 
ho! your body feels. Focus your a!areness on 
the sensations of your muscles straining, your 
lungs expanding, your temperature rising. These 
are all signs that your body is getting stronger and 
more vital !ith each movement. By being a!are 
of this, you can connect positively to your exer-
cise in a deeper and more satisfying !ay.

•  ME!LTIME. The scientific literature tells us that if 
!e slo! do!n and pay attention to our cooking 
and eating experience, !e !ill experience many 
health benefits. #e digest better, eat less, and feel 
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by an experienced integrative healthcare practi-
tioner. Typically, a detox cleanse includes dietary 
changes; extra dietary supplement and botani-
cal intake; and increased toxin elimination through 
s!eating, urination, and/or bo!el movements.

Cleanses also have a lesser-kno!n component. 
$lmost universally, people !ho are detoxing 
experience profound shifts in their emotions and 
perspectives. In the beginning of a cleanse, it’s 
common to feel irritable and moody. These emo-
tions parallel the time !hen !e’re beginning to 
change habits, forgo commonly eaten foods, and 
ingest ne! and often not-very-tasty detox-sup-
port supplements. $ll of that is more than enough 

CR!NKINESS, EUPHORI!, DEEP S!TISF!C-
TION. #hat do these diverse emotions have in 
common? They all can become spiritual outcomes 
of doing a physical detoxifying cleanse. 

One of the benefits of physical detoxification is the 
impact it can have on our emotional and spiritual 
!ellness. Not only is it quite common to experience 
significant emotional changes during a detoxifying 
cleanse, but it’s not unusual for those changes to 
affect other areas of our lives. 

There are many different cleanses !e can use to 
eliminate chemical toxins from our bodies. The most 
safe and effective cleansing programs are overseen 

S P I R I T

HEALING
DEEPERLEVEL

on a
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$nother consistent result of a detox cleanse is 
emotional and spiritual healing. $s our bodies 
release physical toxins, our minds and spirits 
release toxic emotions like anger, regret, and guilt. 
$ cleanse can also be a tremendously helpful !ay 
to move through grief after the loss of a loved one, 
or to re-emerge into a sense of integrated !hole-
ness after being devastated by an illness. 

Detoxification is a po!erful !ay to support physi-
cal health, but be sure to consider the ramifications 
it can have on your emotional and spiritual health 
before deciding to undergo a detox cleanse. Don’t 
be surprised if at the end of the cleanse you find 
yourself in a ne! state of mind !ith ne! desires for 
a better life. Ultimately, the changes you undergo 
during detoxification !ill lead to !ellness on every 
level of your being. 

to make us feel prickly, but there are alternative 
explanations as !ell.

One explanation is that as a cleanse shifts our bio-
chemistry, transitory inflammation ensues in our 
bodies, !hich produces various chemicals that 
“irritate” our brains and change neurotransmit-
ter patterns to produce correspondingly irritable 
moods. $nother explanation is that the conscious 
intent to detoxify activates our deeper motivations 
to free ourselves of all that inflames and irritates 
us—at every level. $s a first step to!ard this deeper 
release, a certain degree of agitation is necessary 
in order to shake loose our attachments, hang-ups, 
and negativities. 

$s our detox cleanse progresses on a physical level, 
our emotional and spiritual transformation evolves 
as !ell. Commonly, !e shift from feeling irritable 
to  experiencing a sense of contentedness, even 
euphoria. Typically, this is accompanied by a desire 
for quiet reflection. #e often use this contempla-
tive time to better understand our priorities and 
aspirations, and this can translate into ne! under-
standings of ho! !e !ant to live our lives. 

It is amazing ho! many spring cleanings happen 
during this phase of detoxification. It’s as if !hile 
!e are gaining clarity in our emotional and spiritual 
lives, !e are finding it important to clear the physi-
cal clutter from our lives as !ell. It’s also startling 
ho! common it is to make significant, life-changing 
decisions during this phase of detoxification. #e 
may finally decide to leave unsatisfactory jobs, end 
dysfunctional relationships, commit to ne! rela-
tionships, begin ne! hobbies, or start ne! spiritual 
practices. These changes are often lasting ones, 
perhaps due to the clarity !e feel during this phase 
of detoxification. This clarity lends itself to greater 
insight, !hich makes resolutions seem self-evident. 

HEALING

It is amazing 
ho! many 

spring cleanings 
happen during 

detoxification, as 
if !e are finding 

it important to 
remove physical 
clutter from our 

lives as !ell.
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THE HEALING POWER 
OFCANINE
#HILE !LL DOMESTIC!TED !NIM!LS provide 
innumerable pleasures, dogs have helped us under-
stand the health benefits of animal companionship 
the most. #hat is it about canines that comfort us 
so? Some !ould say it’s their unconditional love, 
!hile others !ould remind us of their authentic-
ity and that unassuming, perfectly-timed tail !ag. 
#hatever it is, one thing is sure—it’s undeniably, 
scientifically substantiated.

Canines and Cortisol
It’s true, being around dogs can be pretty darned 
healing. Turns out there’s more to that cute little 
canine than meets the eye.

Scientific studies have sho!n that the simple act of 
petting a dog decreases the stress hormone corti-
sol in people (and probably in the dog too!). In 2012, 
a literature revie! in the journal Frontiers of Psy-

COMPANIONS

chology reminded us about 
the many !ell- documented 
health effects that are cre-
ated !hen humans interact !ith animals. From a 
psychological and psychophysiological standpoint, 
animals have been sho!n to:

 •  lo!er a variety of stress-related parame-
ters in addition to cortisol;

 •  enhance immune function;

 •  decrease aggressiveness;

 •   improve learning and mood;

 •  reduce anxiety and depression;

 •  control blood pressure and heart rate; and

 •  improve pain management.

S P I R I T
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The researchers, !ho analyzed 69 different studies, 
report that our interactions !ith our animal com-
panions produce a plethora of biological changes 
in us. #hile our cortisol levels decrease, oxytocin 
and dopamine—t!o of the most po!erful feel-
good brain chemicals—increase. This change in 
brain chemistry causes us to feel happier, less anx-
ious, more loving, and safer. Of course !ith all of 
these emotions, it’s no !onder !e love petting our 
pups—it physically calms us do!n and makes us 
feel better. 

This revie! is consistent !ith many studies !hich 
have sho!n that animals help people !ho have 

been diagnosed !ith $lzheimer’s, autism, $DHD, 
schizophrenia, and other serious conditions. Dogs 
have even been sho!n to reduce !orkplace stress. 
In a 2012 study featured in the Journal of #ork-
place Health Management, researchers found 
that stress levels !ere much higher on days !hen 
employees could not bring their dogs to !ork. The 
researchers also noted that having a dog at !ork 
provided other health benefits. For example, !ork-
ers took their dogs out for exercise during their 
breaks. This also gave the employees some exer-
cise and fresh air. $dditionally, co-!orkers offered 
to help other co!orkers !ith their dogs, building 
greater community in the !orkplace.
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Ultimate Empathy
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of our non-
verbal canine communications is that researchers 
have found it enhances empathy. Sometimes our 
interactions !ith other humans can be challenging 
on deep emotional levels. $fter all, !ith humans, 
there may be expectations or judgments that come 
!ith affection. The complexity of our interactions 
!ith others can make feeling empathy more diffi-
cult. But !ith a dog, the interaction has no agenda, 
consequences, or complications. $ dog’s empathy 
is pure and, in that interaction, researchers tell us 
that our empathy can become equally as pure.

But are dogs really able to be empathetic? 
$ccording to increasing scientific data, the ans!er 
is yes. $ fe! years ago, London researchers asked 
volunteers to either pretend to cry or just hum. 
Guess !hat? The dogs noticed the difference. 
The dogs paid little attention to the humming but 
nearly all of them came over to the crying person 
to nuzzle or lick, offering them comfort during 
their time of need. 

In an $ugust 2013 study !hich !as published 
in the journal PlosONE, Japanese researchers 
sho!ed that dogs ya!ned in response to their 

o!ners but not in response to strangers. Ya!n-
ing is a !ell-accepted sign of empathy and is most 
notably kno!n as “contagious ya!ning,” !hich is 
!hen !e ya!n after seeing someone else ya!n. 
This is because !e are empathizing !ith the feeling 
of stress, anxiety, boredom, or fatigue that is indi-
cated by the ya!n. 

It is believed that if !e !itness the empathy of a dog, 
perhaps !e can be more empathetic as humans. 
$nd it may be that the most po!erful combination 
of all is empathy combined !ith unconditional love.

Unconditional Love
It is thought that most of the !idely accepted spir-
itual practices of our time embrace one common 
goal: unconditional love of oneself and others. 
It is in this realm !here our canine companions 
really shine. To love unconditionally is to eliminate 
boundaries that prevent us from loving another. 
Famed poet Maya $ngelou once !rote “Love 
recognizes no barriers. It jumps hurdles, leaps 
fences, penetrates !alls to arrive at its destina-
tion full of hope.” No! that is a great description 
of our !onderful canine companions—our four-
legged Thrivers!
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Oh, the enchantment "hen, "aking from 
deep sleep, "e open up the house to the 
sounds of the "orld!

Ho" the morning air invigorates, caressing 
the senses and penetrating our "hole being!

The tang of it, the "elcome it dra"s from us 
— they take us by surprise.

$hat joy this breath that recreates  
and gives life!

Every breath is a ne" birth of mankind, 
begetting and begotten to infinity.

— Irénée Guilane Dioh

I N S P I R A T I O N
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that antioxidants taken along !ith chemotherapy 
reduce the effectiveness of the chemotherapy. 
These same studies do demonstrate a reduction of 
side effects from the addition of antioxidants. The 
data on radiation is more mixed, and high doses of 
some antioxidants, particularly fat-soluble antioxi-
dants such as vitamin E, should be avoided during 
radiation therapy. 

Understanding the role of antioxidants and che-
motherapy is not as simple as saying antioxidants 
should be avoided during treatment, because !e 
consume antioxidants through our diet. $ healthy 
diet that contains generous amounts of vegeta-
bles, fruits, and spices provides a significant amount 
of antioxidants on a daily basis. #e !ould never 
!ant to stop eating fruits and vegetables during 
cancer treatment, in part because eating these 

CONTROVERSY CONTINUES REG!RDING 
the use of antioxidant supplements during cancer 
treatment. To understand the controversy is to first 
understand ho! antioxidants !ork in the body. 

$ntioxidants bind to toxins so they can be safely 
eliminated. #hen an oxidative reactive molecule, 
called a free radical, encounters an antioxidant in 
the body, it is neutralized. $ntioxidants also trig-
ger defensive mechanisms inside damaged cells. If 
a cell has undergone extensive oxidative damage, 
particularly to its DN$, the cell must either repair 
itself or, if the damage is too great, undergo apop-
tosis or cell suicide. Many antioxidants stimulate 
cell repair and apoptosis.

No Easy Answers
So far so good. So !hat’s the problem !ith that? 
#ell, some chemotherapy agents and radiation 
create oxidation as a primary means to kill cancer 
cells. Because of this, it is believed that antioxidants 
could interfere !ith the therapy’s cancer-killing 
potential. Keep in mind this is based on a theoretical 
interaction. In fact, there have been thousands of 
published trials of combination and individual anti-
oxidants that have looked for this interference but 
have failed to confirm it. #hile most of these stud-
ies are not the best-designed studies, the collective 
body of research does not support the contention 

S U P P L E M E N T S

WHAT’S THE BOTTOM LINE ABOUT

ANTIOXIDANTS
DURING CANCER TREATMENT?
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foods improves tolerance to treatment and, in 
many  studies, improves long-term cancer-free 
survival. It’s also complex because some anti-
oxidants have been clinically proven to not only 
reduce the side effects of chemotherapy and radi-
ation, but also enhance the effectiveness of some 
of those treatments. One reason for this is that 
chemotherapy and radiation !ork, at least in part, 
by triggering apoptosis. #hile chemotherapy and 
radiation can initiate apoptosis, if the cells are lack-
ing sufficient antioxidant capacity, they !ill not be 
able to complete the apoptosis process. The more 
chemotherapy and/or radiation a person receives, 
the more antioxidant-depleted she becomes. 
Maintaining adequate antioxidants throughout 
treatment can counter this depletion and support 
the intended cell-killing effects of chemotherapy 
and radiation. Clearly, making a blanket statement 
to avoid antioxidant supplements during treatment 
is inaccurate at best, and may be doing patients a 
disservice at !orst. 

You Have Options
Of course, better studies need to be done. In 
the meantime, there are at least three very rea-
sonable !ays to proceed during conventional 
treatment. It is reasonable to use selected anti-
oxidants concurrent !ith conventional treatment, 
ideally !ith the supervision of a qualified integra-
tive healthcare practitioner and your oncologist. 
It is also reasonable to avoid this combination if 
your doctors recommend it. $nother option is 
to avoid antioxidant supplements the day before, 
the day of, and for at least t!o days after each 
chemotherapy treatment and only take them 
bet!een treatments.  In all of these scenarios, 
you !ill benefit from the guidance of a naturo-
pathic oncologist or other qualified integrative 
healthcare practitioner.

ANTIOXIDANTS THAT  
MAY HELP
•  Melatonin improves the survival 

benefits of radiation therapy and many 
chemotherapies.

•  Vitamin E may reduce the risk of nerve 
damage from cisplatin chemotherapy.

•  Green tea may reduce the risk of heart 
and liver toxicity from !driamycin and 
doxorubicin chemotherapy.

ANTIOXIDANTS THAT  
MAY INTERACT
•   !void beta-carotene and vitamin E "ith 

radiation—especially if you are a smoker.

•  !void n-acetyl-cysteine, glutathione, and 
alpha lipoic acid "ith carboplatin, cisplatin, 
and oxaliplatin.

•  !void turmeric extract (curcumin) 
"ith camptothecin, mechlorethamine, 
cyclophosphamide, and doxorubicin.
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and decreasing beta brain !aves. $lpha brain !aves 
are associated !ith relaxed, yet alert brain activity. 
Beta brain !aves, on the other hand, are markers 
of a more excited state. 

Stress-induced anxiety and 
elevated blood pressure 
Stress isn’t just a state of mind—it has real phys-
ical effects in the body. #hen !e experience 
stress, our nervous system produces more hor-
mones that increase blood pressure and feelings 
of tension. In a randomized, placebo-controlled 

THERE SEEMS TO BE NO END to the health 
benefits found in a cup of green tea. One of 
them is the sense of calm it can bring—not just 
because of the act of slo!ing do!n and sipping, 
but also because it contains a soothing amino acid, 
L- theanine. In supplement form, L-theanine is even 
more po!erful, making it a popular stress-reliever. 
One of the most studied forms of L-theanine is a 
branded ingredient kno!n as Suntheanine®. 

In several human clinical trials, L-theanine has pro-
moted relaxation by increasing alpha brain !aves 

S U P P L E M E N T S

STRESS RELIEF WITH
L-THEANINE
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study published in 2012 in Psychological $nthro-
pology, 16 healthy adults took either 200 mg of 
L-theanine (Suntheanine) !ith placebo, 100 mg 
caffeine !ith placebo, or placebo only. This !as 
a crossover study, meaning participants serve as 
their o!n control. That’s a !ay of strengthening 
a study even !ith a small number of participants. 

Each subject participated in various computer and 
arithmetic tasks that caused mental strain. In addi-
tion, the participants under!ent physical stress by 
submerging a hand in ice !ater for one minute. 
Their blood pressure !as recorded throughout 
all of the tasks, and the participants completed 
questionnaires to assess their feelings of stress. 
L-theanine is absorbed and active !ithin 30 min-
utes of taking it, !ith a peak activity in one hour, 
and it lasts for 1 to 1% hours. Caffeine has a simi-
lar, if some!hat more rapid and more prolonged 
absorption profile. Based on this, the researchers 
provided the supplements 36 minutes before the 
end of the mental tasks so that the supplements’ 
maximal effect !ould match the peak of stress 
caused by the tasks.

This study found that taking the oral supple-
ment of L-theanine significantly reduced rises in 
blood pressure in participants !ho experienced 
stress as a result of the mental tasks. This is par-
ticularly important for adults !ho sho! a large 
blood pressure response to psychological stress, 
because these individuals are at greater risk of 
developing high blood pressure as they age. 
L-theanine also reduced feelings of stress and 
anxiety caused by the stressful tasks. Interest-
ingly, the L-theanine did reduce the rise in blood 
pressure caused by physical stress as !ell. The 
caffeine and placebo did not result in decreased 
blood pressure or tension. 

This study suggests that L-theanine decreases 
anxiety and reduces rises in blood pressure that 
can accompany mental and emotional stress. Given 
this, L-theanine may be a good part of an overall 
!ellness and heart disease prevention plan—par-
ticularly in people !ho are under increased mental 
and emotional stress. 

L-theanine safety and 
availability
Unlike other stress-reducing and sleep-enhancing 
supplements or drugs, Suntheanine does not cause 
dro!siness. Suntheanine has also been affirmed as 
GR$S (Generally Recognized as Safe) !ith Letter 
of No Objection from the FD$ (GRN 000209). 
Suntheanine is made using a special patented fer-
mentation process that ensures consistency and 
effectiveness. It is an ingredient in many dietary 
supplements that promote relaxation.
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of age-related changes in the brain. #e kno! that 
the physical size of the brain decreases, and !ith it 
the number of nerve cells or neurons. 

Often there is decreased blood flo! to the brain 
due to fatty deposits that accumulate on the !alls of 
blood vessels over time for a variety of reasons. The 
brain is a very active organ and requires a continuous 
supply of nutrients and oxygen, so !hen blood flo! 
is impaired, some neurons literally starve to death.

$nother important change is a decline in the 
production of neurotransmitters—chemical mes-

#E’VE !LL EXPERIENCED THOSE frustrating 
moments !hen !e can’t remember the simplest 
thing – something !e kno! as !ell as !e kno! 
our name or something !e kno! is some!here in 
our brain, but !e just can’t retrieve it on command. 
It’s that moment !hen !e !alk into a room and !e 
think, “Hmmm, no! !hy did I come in this room?” 
Unfortunately, these momentary lapses occur 
more frequently as !e get older, and in about 15 
percent of $mericans, they progressively !orsen.

Scientists have not yet been able to explain !hy 
this happens, but it is probably linked to a variety 

S U P P L E M E N T S

BOOST BRAIN POWER 
WITH CITICOLINE
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sengers that brain cells use to communicate 
across microscopic gaps called synapses. Scientific 
research sho!s that one neurotransmitter in par-
ticular is critical for storing and retrieving memories. 
That neurotransmitter is acetylcholine (ah-see-tel-
KOH-leen) or $Ch, !hich is especially abundant in 
the hippocampus—the area of the brain !here 
memorization takes place.

The ra! materials for $Ch include the nutrient 
choline, a B vitamin-like compound found in the 
diet. Choline is converted to $Ch in the brain !ith 
the help of a particular enzyme. #ith age, levels 
of this key enzyme decline, and therefore, the 
supply of $Ch in the brain also diminishes. Defi-
cits of $Ch have been linked to many neurological 
conditions characterized by loss of memory, loss 
of the ability to store ne! memories, and emo-
tional disturbances. In addition to an overt $Ch 
deficiency, the neurons’ ability to utilize $ch may 
be compromised. Membranes surround every cell 
in the body—including those in the brain—and 
play critical functions in regulating nutrients and 
other compounds that flo! in and out of the cell. 
#hen brain cell membranes function optimally, the 
cells are more able to take up $Ch. Ho!ever, !hen 
the membrane is impaired, $Ch uptake is compro-
mised and this can create a functional deficiency. 

Thanks to advances in nutritional science, it is no! 
possible to raise brain levels of $Ch through the 
use of specific dietary supplements. One of these 
is a substance called citicoline. Citicoline—!hich 
is often sold under the brand name Cognizin®—
has been sho!n to improve memory by enhancing 
t!o vital components of brain function. 

�� It restores levels of $Ch so that neurons are 
better able to communicate !ith one another.

�� It stabilizes the membranes of neurons. 

Research has found that Citicoline helps main-
tain memory and cognitive performance, as !ell 
as focus and attention, in healthy individuals. 
Some preliminary evidence suggests it may even 
help reverse age-related changes in people !ith 
mild memory problems. For example, in studies 
of patients !ith chronic cerebrovascular disease 
(reduced blood flo! to the brain), supplementa-
tion !ith citicoline has significantly and consistently 
improved memory and behavioral control. 

Health conscious individuals !ho !ant to preserve 
their ability to think and remember !ell into their 
senior years may !ant to pair a dietary supplement 
that contains citicoline !ith other health-pro-
moting habits like exercise and a balanced diet. 
Citicoline can’t stop time, but it just may help you 
remember !here you put your keys or !hy you 
entered that room in the first place! 

Since citicoline is found naturally in the body, it is 
considered a very safe substance. 
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Plant adaptogens !ork by bringing our reactive 
state closer to our optimal, balanced state of being. 
This means that regular use of adaptogenic herbs 
!ill facilitate our innate healing processes and help 
us achieve a sense of balance, repose, and readi-
ness. #hile a good night’s rest, a big belly laugh, a 

relaxing shoulder rub, or a moment spent in a 
quiet grove of trees !ill each create a more 
relaxed and balanced state, adaptogens 

take this one step further. $daptogens 
reset the communication net!ork 

bet!een the organs that respond 
to stress—namely, our hypothal-

amus, pituitary, and adrenal glands. This means 
that our stress response system is recalibrated 
through the use of adaptogens. Once recali-
brated, our stress response system facilitates our 

ONE OF THE MOST F!SCIN!TING catego-
ries of medicinal plants is adaptogens. Just as you 
might guess from the !ord, plants in this group 
help us to adapt to our environment—and most 
notably to the stress in our environment. $dap-
togens enhance our resistance to stress and, in 
so doing, create greater mental, emotional, and 
physical endurance. In order for a plant to be char-
acterized as an adaptogen it must meet certain 
criteria. The plant must:

 •  Be harmless

 •  Improve our response to stress

 •  Create a normalizing effect regardless 
of !hether the current state is hyper- 
excitable or under-responsive

 •  Normalize our stress response axis 
( hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 
 neuroendocrine response system)

S U P P L E M E N T S

ADAPTOGENS
SUPPLEMENTS FOR
SUPREME BALANCE

ginseng

holy basil

turmeric
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ability to respond to stress dynamically, but also 
to return to a resting state of relaxed readiness 
more easily.  $t the same time, adaptogens reduce 
fatigue, improve immunity, reduce depression, and 
support sleep. 

Not only are adaptogens unique to medicinal 
herbs, each adaptogen is unique unto itself. Many 
herbal adaptogens exist. 

One of the most popular is ginseng. There are 
actually several different types of ginseng, includ-
ing $merican ginseng (Panax quinquefolius), 
Siberian ginseng (Eleutherococcus senticosus), and 
$sian ginseng (Panax ginseng). Each ginseng has 
a slightly different character, !ith $sian ginseng 
being the most stimulating, follo!ed by Siberian 
ginseng and then $merican ginseng. 

$nother important adaptogen is turmeric root 
(Curcuma longa), !hich has the additional benefit 
of being strongly anti-inflammatory. 

Golden root (Rhodiola rosea) is note!orthy 
because it is particularly effective in preventing 
mental and physical fatigue and uplifting mood. 

Holy basil (Ocimum sanctum) is an adaptogen that 
has additional immune supportive actions. 

!sh"agandha (#ithania somnifera) is an adapto-
gen that also provides gentle sedative effects and 
supports healthy sleep.

Nothing else does !hat an adaptogen does. $nd 
given all of the stress that most of us are con-
tending !ith on a daily basis, adaptogens have a 
unique and po!erful role to play in maintaining our 
resilience. $s !e gain greater mental, emotional, 
and physical stamina, !e have the opportunity to 
regain our vitality, or life force. #ith this rene!ed 
vitality, !e can more easily experience joyful and 
exuberant living. $daptogens are truly gifts from 
the plant kingdom!

golden root ash"agandha
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toxic burden. Eat organic foods !henever possible 
to avoid pesticides and other harmful substances, 
drink alcohol in moderation, use organic or natural 
body care products to avoid added chemicals, and 
take these top five herbs and nutrients to support 
liver function and effective detoxification.

B vitamins. #hen !e are exposed to environ-
mental toxins, !e can become deficient in certain 
B vitamins, specifically B1, B2, and B6. In addition, 
!hen !e are under stress, !e can deplete our 
bodies’ B vitamin reserves. These energy-enhanc-
ing nutrients are essential to many body functions, 
including digestion and detoxification, so it’s a good 
idea to supplement !ith a B complex that includes 
all of the B vitamins. 

Fiber. Most people don’t consume enough fiber for 
optimal detoxification and elimination. #e should 

THE LIVER IS NOT ONLY the largest organ in 
our bodies, but it’s likely the hardest-!orking one 
as !ell. The liver is the master organ of detoxifi-
cation, breaking do!n harmful substances so they 
can be safely eliminated from the body. #hether 
it’s toxins from secondhand smoke, a fe! too many 
happy-hour cocktails, or byproducts from the 
body’s cells doing their jobs, our livers !ork 24/7 
to eliminate substances that keep our bodies from 
functioning at their very best. 

$nd that’s not all the liver does. It also stores 
important nutrients that the body’s systems can 
access !hen needed. $nd even more amazing, 
the liver can actually regenerate itself if part of it 
gets damaged. But that doesn’t mean it couldn’t 
use a little extra love from you. One of the best 
!ays to enhance liver function is by reducing its 

S U P P L E M E N T S

LOVE YOURLIVER!
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be ingesting at least 30 grams of this crucial 
nutrient each day. In addition to eating high-fiber 
foods such as fruits and vegetables, beans, and 
lentils, !e can also take a daily fiber supplement 
like guar gum.

Glutathione. This important nutrient is con-
sidered the master antioxidant and is critical for 
detoxification, especially if you’re exposed to a lot 
of environmental pollutants. Because our gluta-
thione levels are lo!est in the morning, consider 
supplementing your breakfast !ith a 250 to 500 
mg dose of this key nutrient. 

Green Tea. Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is 
a compound in green tea that has been sho!n 
to decrease the activation of cancer-causing 
substances in our bodies by stimulating key 
detoxification path!ays. Scientists have mainly 
researched green tea as a beverage, but more 
studies are no! being done on green tea supple-
ments. For optimum detoxification, researchers 
recommend drinking five to ten small cups of 
green tea daily or supplementing !ith 300 to 
600 mg t!ice a day.

Milk Thistle. $lso kno!n as silymarin, this potent 
botanical has been used for centuries to treat 
serious liver conditions such as hepatitis or cir-
rhosis. Research backs up this traditional usage, 
sho!ing that milk thistle is the supreme liver 
antioxidant. For best effects, choose a milk thistle 
extract standardized to 80 mg silymarin and take 
250 mg three times daily !ith food.



��24-Carrot Gold
Did you kno! that purple, red, yello! and 
!hite carrots !ere cultivated long before the 
appearance of the popular orange carrot? 
The first carrots !ere gro!n prior to the 
9th century in the area around "fghanistan. 
Orange carrots !ere developed and stabi-
lized by Dutch gro!ers in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. The antioxidant beta- carotene 
gives carrots its gorgeous orange hue. "nti-
oxidants are kno!n for their anti-cancer 
effects because they have been sho!n to 
reduce free radicals in the body. Carrots are 
an excellent source of vitamin ", providing 
210% of the average adult’s daily needs.

SIMPLE DIETARY 
ADVICE

���Crazy forCocoa
Drinking cocoa has more 
flavonoids and antioxidant 
potential per serving than red 
!ine or green tea. Yum-yum!
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��Blue for You
Eating a cup of blueberries decreases 
DN$ damage and helps protect cells 
from oxidative stress. These effects are 
seen one hour after eating the berries 
but they do not last, so the secret is to eat 
blueberries every day! Tip: Be sure to buy 
organic blueberries because these thin-
skinned berries are especially susceptible 
to the harmful effects of pesticides and 
other chemicals. 

��Fruit is Fabulous!
#e are often asked if people should avoid fruit because of the sugar 
content. Our advice: $bsolutely not! Fruits contain po!erful polyphe-
nols and fiber that are critical for enhancing health and preventing 
disease. In fact, a ne! study confirms that fruit, specifically berries and 
apples, can actually reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes. In this study and 
others, fruit juice increased risk. It’s al!ays best to eat !hole fruit and 
not drink processed fruit juice that may also contain additional sugar.
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� Bruise Cruise
Pineapple is a rich source of 

the important and health- 
promoting enzyme bromelain. 

Bromelain exerts significant 
anti- inflammatory effects. The 

next time you sustain a minor 
sports injury, bruise, or are suf-
fering from back or neck strain, 

try eating more pineapple.
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��Meditative 
Movement
Tai chi is an ancient Chinese tradition 
that has evolved from a self-defense 
practice to a meditative form of exer-
cise. The deep breathing and slo! and 
focused movements in tai chi help to 
ease stress and anxiety. It has also been 
sho!n to improve balance and provide 
other health benefits.

MOVEMENT 
MAKES SENSE
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� Let’s Move
Not all of us gre! up playing on sports teams or became professional 
athletes. #e !ere ho!ever born to move and it is never too late to 
start an exercise routine.  Researchers have found that those !ho are 
able to regularly !ork out at moderate or vigorous levels at least once 
a !eek !ere three to four times more likely to remain healthy !hile 
aging compared to those !ho didn’t exercise at all. So, find that fitness 
friend and get your bodies movin’ and groovin’.

��Explore Your 
Winter Wonderland
Don’t have the energy to get out 
and exercise in the cold !eather? 
Try playing instead! Fun activities like 
building a sno!man or having a sno!-
ball fight can burn about 300 calories per hour! If you’re in a 
sno!-free zone, you still have options. Fall is the perfect time 
for !alking or hiking. Trails are less cro!ded and you are !el-
comed by the colorful changing leaves and the crisp cool air. 

��Take 
A Break
Taking a t!o-minute 
mild-intensity 
exercise break 
every 20 
minutes during 
prolonged 
sitting, like 
at !ork, improves 
blood sugar control !hile also reducing 
post-meal blood sugar and insulin levels 
by about 25 percent. Mild intensity is 
equivalent to t!o miles/hour !alking pace.

��Exercise
One reason exercise helps pro-
tect against hormonal cancers 
is its impact on the 
hormones estro-
gen, testosterone, and cortisol. Exercise influences the !ay our bodies 
break do!n these hormones, reducing our risk of developing hormon-
ally driven cancers such as breast cancer and prostate cancer. 
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��Cultivate 
Creativity
Researchers from the 
National Institutes of 
Health found that people 
diagnosed "ith cancer "ho 
participated in creative 
activities such as music 
and art therapy, dance, or 
"riting had significantly 
less anxiety, depression, 
and pain.

�� Enjoy some Rest 
and Down-time
#inter is the season that earth rests in 
order to prepare for spring. It is also a 
great time for reflection. $ recent study 
looking at the brain at rest found that 
this doesn’t necessarily mean idleness. In 
fact, reflection is very important for our 
!ell-being. The study concluded that 
rest and reflection are critical to learning 
and also help us see the value in our lives. 

REJUVENATE MIND,
BODY AND SPIRIT ��Plotting 

Sleepless nights
Emotional forgiveness improves 
sleep quality, !hich in turn, 
positively affects every system in 
the body. Conversely, revenge has 
been sho!n to impair sleep quality. 

��Keep Your 
Bedroom Cool
Baby it’s cold outside! #hen the 
leaves float from the trees and 
sno! begins to fall, !e turn up 
the thermostat and bundle up to 
keep !arm. But remember, keep-
ing your bedroom cool !ill help 
you sleep better. $ study in the 
journal Presse Médicale found 
that the optimal temperature for 
sleep is around 60 to 68 degrees 
Fahrenheit. If your room is much 
cooler or !armer, you may 
experi ence restlessness. 

� Rejuvenation
#e are made up of about 60 
percent !ater—and every part 
of the body requires this essen-
tial liquid to function properly. In 
addition to drinking fresh filtered 
!ater, eating foods like !ater-
melon (90% !ater!), oranges, 
and grapefruit is a great !ay to 
stay hydrated. 

F I V E  F A C T S  T O  T H R I V E  B Y
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� Power of Love
Studies sho! that the presence of 
loving friends and family actually 
reduces stress hormones in the person 
!ho is ill, !hich then stimulates the 
healing process. This sho! of love and 
support can have significant impacts 
on recovery from serious illness.

��Laugh More!
Have you ever heard the phrase, 
“Laughter is the best medicine”? 
It’s true, researchers have found 
that laughter has positive health-
promoting effects on the body. 
Laughter increases blood flo! and 
immune response, lo!ers blood 
sugar levels, increases relaxation 
and improves sleep. Create an 
opportunity to laugh today! Play 
!ith a pet, !atch a movie, or visit 
the comedy section of your local 
bookstore. Super-charge the 
benefits of laughter by combining 
it !ith movement. Play catch out-
side. Pick up a match of ping-pong. 
Or go for a !alk !ith a friend !ho 
has a sense of humor.

THE SPIRIT
OF A THRIVER

��Guided Imagery 
is Good
Guided imagery lo!ers stress. In 
fact, in a study of !omen receiving 
radiation therapy for breast cancer, 
four out of five of the !omen 
found guided imagery helpful and 
all of the !omen said they !ould 
recommend it to others.

��Good Deeds Feel Good
The feeling !e get !hen !e give has a positive 
impact our internal landscape. $ study in the Journal 
of Happiness Studies found that spending time and 
money on other people and helping others actually 
makes you happier than spending time or money on 
yourself. $nother recent study in the International 
Journal of Happiness Development noted that the 
benefits of generous behavior increase your life sat-
isfaction even further !hen you have a social bond 
!ith the recipient of your gift. 

��Not Negative 
It’s okay to feel not okay. 
Unpleasant feelings help 
us make sense of the envi-
ronmental and relational 
challenges !e face each 
day. Negative emotions can 
be a tool for adjusting our 
response to the issue at 
hand; they tell us that some-
thing in our current situation 
needs to change.

F I V E  F A C T S  T O  T H R I V E  B Y
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SUPPLEMENTING 
FOR GOOD HEALTH

��More Good News 
About DHA
$ recent study demonstrated that the 
omega-3 fatty acid DH$ helped improve 
learning and behavior in healthy children 
ages 7 to 9 !ho !ere underperforming. 
The great thing about this study is that 
these children !ere perfectly healthy and 
had no signs of attention deficit-hyperac-
tivity disorder ($DHD) or other learning 
or concentration issues. The dosage of 
supplemental DH$ used in the study !as 
600 mg daily. 

��Skin 
Protection
Omega-3 supplements have been 
sho!n to be good for your heart, 
immune system, and brain. Ne! 
research tells us they can also 
help protect against skin cancer. 
So !hen you are in the sun, grab 
your sunblock and your hat, and 
don’t forget to take your fish oil 
before you go!

� Dietary 
Supplements
In addition to providing protection 
against oxidative stress, antioxidants 
like curcumin, vitamin E, zinc, CoQ10, 
N-acetyl-cysteine, and glutathione also 
have antidepressant activity. Bonus!

��Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10)
Several studies have sho!n that CoQ10 supplements can help protect 
the heart during chemotherapy, specifically dox orubicin ($driamycin). 
Preliminary studies also sho! that CoQ10 does not interfere !ith the 
effectiveness of this drug. 
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��Cold and 
Flu Relief
There are many simple actions 
you can take to avoid catch-
ing this season’s bug including 
!ashing your hands, getting 
enough sleep, and eating a 
healthy breakfast. Utilizing sup-
plements can also make sure 
that your immune system is 
armed !ith the best defense. 
Most of us probably think of 
vitamin C as the go-to immu-
nity booster and !e may not 
have considered vitamin D. 
Taking a high-quality D vitamin 
can help your system fight off 
infection !hen you are not get-
ting enough sunlight during the 
!inter months. Po!er to the D!
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I N S P I R A T I O N

A Clear Midnight
THIS is thy hour O Soul, thy free flight into the "ordless,
!"ay from books, a"ay from art, the day erased, the lesson done,
Thee fully forth emerging, silent, gazing, pondering the themes 

thou lovest best.
Night, sleep, and the stars. 

—$alt $hitman



The authors of the best selling book, The 
Definitive Guide to Thriving After Cancer, host a 
weekly online radio show on the Cancer Support 
Network that is also re-broadcast on iHeart.com. 
To listen, go to www.w4cs.com at 4 pm PST/8 pm 
EST on Tuesday nights and you’ll hear the show 
broadcasting live. Or visit iHeart.com and search 
for Five to Thrive Live to hear past shows.

www.FivetoThrivePlan.com

Five to Thrive w4cs.com

It’s Time to Thrive!

Visit Five to Thrive online and:

•  Sign up for weekly 
Thrive Thoughts

•  Check out the weekly 
radio schedule

•  Receive free book offers 
and other gifts

•  Listen to and watch video 
and audio messages

•  Discover a wealth of 
wellness information


